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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents identification of abstracted dynamics of haptic based human control
policies and human responses in guiding/following using hard reins in low visibility con-
ditions. The extracted haptic based guidance policies can be implemented on a robot to
guide a human in low visibility conditions like in indoor fire-fighting, disaster response, and
search and rescue.
Firstly, the thesis presents haptic based guidance in Human-human interactions. The
control policies were modeled by a simple linear Auto-Regressive model (AR). It was found
that the guiding agent’s control policy can be modeled as a 3rd order predictive AR system
and the human follower can be modeled as a 2nd order reactive AR system. Secondly,
the human follower’s dynamics were modeled by a time varying virtual damped inertial
system to understand how trust in the guider is reflected by physical variables. Experimental
results on human trust showed that the coefficient of virtual damping is most sensitive to the
follower’s trust.
Thirdly, the thesis evaluates human-robot interactions when the control policy identified
from human guiders was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to perturb the blind-
folded subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position in leftward/rightward
directions. Experiments were carried with naive and trained subjects. Humans’ behavior in
leftward/rightward movements are asymmetric for naive subjects and symmetric for trained
subjects. Moreover, it was found that naive subjects elicit a 2nd order reactive behavior
similar to human demonstration experiments. However, trained subjects developed a 2nd
6order predictive following behavior. Furthermore, naive and trained subjects’ arm muscle
activation is significantly different in leftward/rightward arm perturbation.
Finally, the thesis presents how humans trained in primitive haptic patterns given using
a wearable sleeve, can recognize their shifts and linear combinations.
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Haptic perception is a natural solution for humans when the vision is impaired. This the-
sis presents identification of abstracted dynamics of human control policies and responses
to guide/follow using a hard rein in low visibility conditions. These results would give
an intuition to identify computational models to explain the structure of motor controllers
used by human participants to guide a blindfolded counterpart. The extracted haptic based
guidance policies can be implemented on a robot to guide an impaired human in low visi-
bility conditions like in indoor fire-fighting. Moreover, a major pre-condition for successful
human-robot interactions in these circumstances is the human trust in the robot. If the robot
can detect trust level of the human, it is easy to develop a mutual understanding between
the robot and the human in guiding. Therefore, this thesis presents how the trust of a human
in following another agent can be estimated by the coefficients of a virtual damped inertial
model of the human in real time. Furthermore, the implementation of control policy identi-
fied from human guiders on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm is presented to study humans’ and
robot’s behavior, their muscle activation when the arm is perturbed in leftward/rightward di-
rections. Apart from those humans’ response on proprioceptive feedback studies, humans’
18 Introduction
responses on cutaneous feedback is presented to understand how humans generalize the cu-
taneous feedback in different scenarios such as shifting and scaling, how they recognize all
trained patterns when played randomly, and how they can recognize linear combination of
primitive patterns. Those findings would be used to design guidelines for guiding humans




Imagine being in room full of light, that suddenly becomes dark. To go out from the room,
you will use touch sensation to understand the immediate environment. The human brain
has the remarkable ability to use a reduced number of sensory modalities to accomplish
tasks that they used to do without any sensor deprivation as well as the ability to derive
complex perceptions by combining different sensory modalities [1]. For instance, in the
case of indoor fire-fighting, fire-fighters move inside the buildings under low visibility con-
ditions using only haptic sensation. In the case of indoor fire-fighting, fire-fighters have to
work in low visibility conditions due to smoke or dust and high auditory distractions due to
their Oxygen masks and other sounds in a typical fire-fighting environment. In such cases,
a knowledge about the control policies of the humans and the modified behavioral charac-
teristics due to reduced sensory modalities will help to design external assistive agents like
robots to optimally assist human movements.
As social animals, humans use different communication methods. The communication
can be verbal, non verbal, written, or based on other medium that stimulate any of five
sensors. Very often both parties respond to communicate. When the vision is impaired,
haptic is a good alternative communication method between two parties [2], [3], and [4]. It
is very important to understand the control policies in haptic-based guidance − that would
in turn shed light on optimal robotic guidance of humans in low visibility conditions in a
hazard or uncertain environments.
There have been some studies on guiding people with visual and auditory impairments
using intelligent agents in cases such as indoor fire-fighting [5] and guiding blind people
using guide dogs [2]. Most of the studies did not take into account human response and hu-
mans’ physical state for guiding to have a proper bi-directional communication between two
parties. Therefore, this thesis presents how to model control policies by a simple Auto Re-
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gressive model (AR) when a human is guided by another intelligent agent and the human’s
responses in guiding when the vision is impaired.
Moreover, understanding the humans’ psychological state is important to have a good
mutual understanding between two parties. Trust is an important psychological factor in
these contexts because it directly affects the willingness of people to follow robots’ sug-
gestions [6]. Any robotic assistant to a person with limited perception of the environment
should monitor the level of mutual trust of the person in the robot for it to be relevant to
the psychological context of the person being assisted. Human trust level has been studied
qualitatively in [7], [6], [8], [9]. None of the above studies quantify the trust level of the hu-
man in real time. However, in a simulated game of fire-fighting, Stormont et al [10] showed
that the fire-fighters become increasingly dependent upon robotic agents when the fire starts
to spread along randomly changing wind directions. However, so far, there has been little
discussion about mutual trust measurement in real time in Human-Robot Interactions (HRI).
Therefore, the thesis highlights how humans’ mutual trust in the robot can be modeled by
virtual damped inertial model to indicate trust level by its coefficients in real time. This
approach will give us an insight into how virtual coefficients would be used as an indicator
to describe a human trust in real time in low visibility conditions.
It is also important to understand factors determining haptic perceptions in low visibility
conditions when the human is guided by a robot. Therefore, this thesis presents humans’
behavior, perceptions, and arm muscle activation when the control policy identified from
human guiders was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to perturb the blindfolded
subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position in leftward/rightward di-
rections.
Haptic perception is critical to our physical and mental well being, our social interac-
tions, and our sense of self. In many ways the sense of touch is the central perception
system to human life [11]. To make a complete picture of haptic perceptions, not only the
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proprioceptive feedback but also cutaneous feedback is studied to understand the humans’
responses/perceptions. The combination of proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback will give
us a good insight about humans’ perceptions when the vision is impaired. The conclusion
derived from control policies and humans’ perceptions would be used to guide a human in
low visibility conditions like in indoor fire-fighters. Therefore, finally, the thesis presents
how humans trained in primitive haptic patterns given using a wearable sleeve, can general-
ize their shifts/scale and combine linear primitive patterns.
1.2 Motivation
Oxford dictionary defines senses as "A faculty by which the body perceives an external stim-
ulus; one of the faculties of sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch" [12]. Out of all senses,
visual and auditory feedback are mostly depended upon to navigate in the environment.
Sometimes humans have to depend limited perceptions due to environmental conditions.
For example, a smoky and noisy environment like in indoor fire-fighting. In such condi-
tions, humans might not hear properly or they might not see the immediate environment
clearly. Such sensor deprivation can cause stress on humans. In such circumstances, hap-
tic perception is a natural solution to understand the environment. If an intelligent agent
(man/machine) can have guiding abilities to guide an impaired human, it would be the best
solution for safe human robot navigation.
1.2.1 Exploration of haptic space in fire-fighting practice under no vis-
ibility
When proceeding into an environment with no or limited visibility, fire-fighters have to rely
heavily on their sense of touch. Standing on a rear foot, they use the front foot to stamp
ahead in a fan-like pattern in order to feel for obstacles and to test the floor before a real









Fig. 1.1 The fire-fighters: A) Searching fire- fighters in a trial with the visor aid; note the
arms exploring the haptic space. B) Basic principle for guideline layout in a search opera-
tion.
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upper body to feel for hanging obstructions and in particular loose hanging wires, as shown
in Fig. 1.1A. Exploration of their haptic space is utmost importance for a fire-fighter and
this exploration precedes locomotion.
1.2.2 Lifeline in indoor fire-fighting
Fire-fighters use a standard procedure when a team enters a building called "lifeline" which
a rope latched on one end to the belt of the exploring fire-fighters and held on the other end
by a team leader who is in charge of pulling out the lifeline when requested by the exploring
team, to guide them outside the building as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Fig. 1.2 Lifeline in indoor fire-fighting adapted from [13].
To save lives of fire-fighters have to act swiftly as chances for rescues reduce consider-
ably over time and certainly when the situation deteriorates. This implies considerable time
pressure for all the crew and their commanders. Nowadays, they depend on touch sensation
(haptic) of walls for localizing and ropes or lifeline for finding the direction [5] as shown
in Fig. 1.1B and Fig. 1.2 and also humans naturally interact with animals using stiff reins
in scenarios such as working with guide dogs and horse riding as shown in Fig. 1.3A and
Fig. 1.3B respectively. The blind person or the horse get moving direction and speed when
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the rein is stiff. To extend the same practice, this thesis presents experiments which were
designed to use a hard rein to guide a blindfolded human in Human-Human Interactions
(HHI) and HRI.
A B




Fig. 1.3 How humans naturally interacts with haptic perceptions: A) Guide dog: The blind
person feels haptic feedback via a harness. Adapted from [14], and B) Horse riding: The
horse understands the command via a rein. Adapted from [15].
1.3 Aims and objectives
• Aims
The aim of the thesis is to present identification of abstracted dynamics of human control
policies and human responses in haptic perceptions when the vision is impaired.
• Scientific objectives
1. To understand the structure of guiding/following control policies when the vision
is impaired.
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Humans use different strategies and behaviors in guiding and following. By
analyzing the experimental data, the guider’s and follower’s behavior can be
modeled by a simple Auto-Regressive model (AR) to understand the structure
of the control policies. Then the model order and predictive/reactive nature of
the control policies explain the behavior of the duo.
2. To understand how humans’ optimize the effort.
Responsibility assignment for muscle recruitment in guiding is important to
understand how the guider optimize the effort in guiding.
3. To study how the guider may modulate the pulling force in response to the trust
level of the follower.
For efficient guiding, an optimal closed loop controller can be constructed by
combining the mutual trust and the difference of heading directions of the two
parties to generate corrective actions to guide the follower. Therefore, it is
important to consider trust of the human on the robotic counterpart in uncertain
environments. The guiding agent could accelerate/decelerate by changing the
pushing/pulling force according to follower’s trust level in different situations
in guiding. Therefore, trust level is modeled by virtual damped inertial model
to find the most sensitive parameter to be used as an indicator.
4. Human-robot interactions were studied when the control policy identified from
human guiders was implemented on a robotic arm to perturb the blindfolded sub-
jects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position in leftward/rightward
directions.
It is essential to understand how the robot and humans interact when control
policy identified from human guiders was implemented on a robotic arm to
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perturb the blindfolded subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired
position in leftward/rightward directions.
5. To study duo’s behavior in human-robot interactions.
The humans’ and robot’s behavior are important to understand how they
interact. Therefore, the behavioral metrics are chosen such as rise time (RT),
best fit model order of the polynomial fitted to the instantaneous error of the
human’s position relation to a desired angle (N) in transient response, and
steady state variability (SSV), steady state error (SSE) steady state response in
reaching six desired angles in leftward/rightward directions to understand the
humans’ behavior. The results of interactions with naive/trained subjects are
presented. Moreover, robot’s behavior in leftward/rightward movements are
presented.
6. To understand spontaneous muscle recruitment in response to leftward/rightward
arm perturbations.
This is important because perception of the guiding command given by the
robot depends on how proprioceptive sensors in the muscles are activated.
7. To study how humans trained in primitive haptic patterns given using a wearable
sleeve, can generalize their shifts and scale - can recognize linear combinations.
This study would give an idea as to how humans mentally generalize the
cutaneous feedback in different scenarios such as shifting and scaling, how they
recognize all trained patterns when played randomly, and how they can
recognize linear combination of primitive patterns.
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1.4 Contributions
The contribution of this thesis are:
I The structure of control policies are essential when a visually and auditory impaired
human is guided by another intelligent agent by using the a hard rein. By modeling
how state maps into action by a simple linear Auto-Regressive model (AR), it was
found that the guider’s control policy can be modeled as a 3rd order predictive model
and the follower as a 2nd order reactive model. The model order and reactive/predictive
nature will give an insight of humans’ behavior in guiding and following when the
vision is impaired (section 3.4).
II Studying of how the guider may modulate the pulling force in response to the trust
level of the follower in order to study how the above control policy would interact with
the follower in an arbitrary path tracking task is necessary to understand the follower’s
trust on the guider. Modeling the voluntary movements of the follower as a virtual
damped inertial system, It was found that virtual damping coefficient is most sensitive
to explain the trust level of the follower. This would give an idea as to how the guider
should modulate the pushing/pulling force with response to the trust of the follower in
haptic based guiding (section 4.3).
III It is important to understand human-robot interactions when the control policy iden-
tified from human guiders was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to per-
turb the blindfolded subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position
in leftward/rightward directions. The results show that even though robot’s behavior
is not significantly different in leftward/rightward movements when it interacts with
naive/trained subjects, naive subjects behave differently in leftward/rightward move-
ments. Moreover, it was observed that naive subjects elicit a 2nd order reactive behav-
ior similar to human participants in the human demonstration experiments. However,
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trained subjects developed 2nd order predictive following behavior. Moreover, naive
and trained subjects’ muscle contracted differently when the arm is perturbed in left-
ward/rightward directions. These spontaneous muscle recruitment and the human be-
havior would give an insight as to some fact to take into account in designing guidelines
how to train humans to follow a guiding robot when the human is guided via a hard rein
in low visibility conditions (section 5.3).
IV It is important to understand how humans mentally construct the cutaneous feedback
in haptic based guidance. Therefore, cutaneous feedback was studied in different sce-
narios such as shifting and scaling with respect to trained patterns, how they recognize
all trained patterns when they are played randomly, and how they can recognize linear
combination of primitive patterns. It was found that humans have a general ability to
recognize trained patterns even when they are played in a random order and humans
can recognize some linear combinations of trained primitive patterns. The results ex-
plain how to use cutaneous feedback to the blindfolded followers to help them mentally
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1.6 Thesis structure
• Chapter 1 introduces the focus of the thesis and explains the motivation for the work.
• Chapter 2 presents previous work and gaps on guiding a impaired human in HHI and
HRI experiments in different environments. Moreover, how the previous work fo-
cused to study human trust in cooperative studies is considered. The related work
on human arm response patterns in proprioceptive and cutaneous perceptions is dis-
cussed.
• Chapter 3 presents human-human demonstration experiments to extract control poli-
cies in guiding a human in low visibility conditions.
• Chapter 4 describes how to model humans’ trust in guiding.
• Chapter 5 presents implementation of extracted control policies on planar 1-DoF
robotic arm. Humans’ and robot’s behaviors in HRI are presented. Moreover, hu-
mans’ arm muscle activation on arm perturbation in leftward/rightward directions is
presented.
• Chapter 6 describes how humans trained in primitive haptic patterns given using a
wearable sleeve - can generalize their shifts and scale - can recognize their linear
combinations.
• Chapter 7 concludes and summarizes the thesis and discusses possible future direc-
tions for this line of research.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Abstract
This chapter presents the background and related work of human guidance when the vision
is impaired in different environments. First, the chapter presents how a human is guided by
an intelligent agent in predictable and unpredictable environments in related works. Then
the chapter discusses previous research on haptic based guidance. Next the humans’ propri-
oceptive and cutaneous feedback are discussed in haptic based guidance.
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2.1 Human guiding/way finding based on haptic percep-
tions
There are some situations where humans have to only depend on haptics due to environ-
mental conditions. For example, in indoor fire-fighting. It is important to study how haptics
would be used to guide a human by an intelligent agent (man/machine) when the vision
is impaired. The touch affordances of the humans in [16] found that humans depend on
their nearby surroundings, together with quality of human conversation cooperatively over
thousands of years [17]. Being able to explore with hands and communicate at the same
time facilitate coordination of action and learning have been more important for human
development [18] and human evolution.
Human navigation/way finding consists of two different functions [19]. Those are sens-
ing of the immediate environment and navigating to remote destinations beyond the im-
mediately perceptible environment [20], [21], [22]. According to Loomis et al [19], path
navigation refers to obtaining information about one’s motion and then using that informa-
tion to compute one’s displacement and change in orientation with respect to an origin. In
natural unaided navigation one can use visible, auditory, and haptic perception to reach the
remote location [19].
Several attempts have been made on guiding people with visual and auditory impair-
ments using intelligent agents [23], [19], [24]. Early research and development based on
Electronic Travel Aid (ETA) focused on sensing the immediate environment as shown in
Fig. 2.1 [19]. Most of the ETAs are used to detect obstacles and provide auditory or vi-
brating signals to user such as Sonic pathfinder, Mowat Sensor, and MiniGuide [19]. Two
technologically sophisticated devices, the NavBelt and Guide cane were used to provide
guiding aids for impaired humans [23].
Infra Red (IR) video sensing and computer processing were used to provide location
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speech information to the impaired traveler [24]. The other method for sensing the location
was inertial navigation system [25], [26]. Another way of path navigation is downward
pointing camera to sense the human’s velocity when the vision is impaired [27]. The other
approach was using video sensing in conjunction with map correlations [28]. In that study,
video images of the environment were matched to images or models of the environment
stored in memory.
The idea of using GPS to assist with navigation by the visually impaired goes to three
decades [29]. Since then there have been several research projects investigating GPS-based
navigation system for visually impaired people [29], [30], [31], [32]. A robotic guide dog
with environment perception capability called Rovi has been developed in [4] to guide a
human with limited environment perceptions. Rovi could avoid obstacles and reach a target
on a smooth indoor floor. However, difficulties arise in rough terrain. An auditory navigation
support system for the blind was discussed in [3], where, visually impaired human subjects
(blind folded subjects) were given verbal commands by a speech synthesizer. Ulrich et al.
[33] developed a guide cane without acoustic feedback in 2001 [33]. The guide cane has an
ability to analyze the situation and determines appropriate direction to avoid the obstacle,
and steers the wheels without requiring any conscious effort [33]. A robotic guide called
MELDOG was designed by Tachi et al to introduce effective mobility aids for the blind
people. Loomis et al. [34] developed personal navigation system to guide the blind people
in familiar and unfamiliar environments. However, both the MELDOG [35] and Loomis et
al. [34] navigator could follow only commands given by user to reach the destination.
Personal Guidance System was developed by Loomis et al. in 2007 [19] considering
their previous work on [36], [37], [38], [39]. The long term goal of this system was to
contribute the development of a portable, self-oriented system that would allow visually im-
paired individuals to travel through familiar and unfamiliar environments without assistance
of guidance. The system provided virtual feedback of spatial data.
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There are situations where some of the perception modalities such as vision and audition
are compromised. In the case of human intervention in disaster response operations like in
indoor fire-fighting, where the environment perception is limited due to thick smoke, noise
in the oxygen masks and clutter. Not only limit the environmental perception of the human
responders, but also this causes stress on them. Nowadays, they depend on touch sensation
(haptic) of walls for localizing and ropes for finding the direction [5]. Studies of Penders et
al. [5] on a swarm robotic approach propose ad-hoc network communication to direct the
fire-fighters. The key problem of this approach is lack of bi-directional communication to
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Fig. 2.1 Types of Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs) adapted by [19]
All above navigation aid has drawbacks in cluttered or uncertain environments. Human-
Robot Interaction (HRI) is a field to study dedicated to understanding, designing, and eval-
uating robotic systems for use by or with humans [40]. The need for advanced HRI algo-
rithms that are responsive to real time variations in the physical and psychological states in
a human counterpart in an uncalibrated environment has been felt in many applications like
in indoor fire-fighting, disaster response, and search and rescue operations [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45]. Robots are currently used in urban search and rescue (USAR) operations [43].
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An intelligent agent (man/machine) with full environment perceptual capabilities is an
alternative to enhance navigation in such unfavorable environments. Since haptic commu-
nication is the least affected mode of communication in such cases, the thesis’s approach
is to understand how to extract guiding/following control policies between the duo where
one has environment perception capabilities (An intelligent agent: man/machine) while the
other one has limited perceptions of the environment (impaired human) via a hard rein. The
guide dog scenario as an inspiration out of many natural examples of guiding via reins, be-
cause a hard rein is used to establish a connection between the dog and the visually impaired
human. The important point is to notice the division of labor between the handler and the
dog [46]. In this situation, the guide dog is not instructed to take the handler to a destination
- on the contrary, the handler is taking the dog to a destination. The guide dog and the human
depend on the handler’s own spatial awareness and ability to read other clues and cues from
the environment. However, in this situation, the human makes the navigation decision, dog
provides locomotion guidance, and it leaves the the handler (hard rein) the dominant role of
being responsible for the navigation [46]. In this research, an intelligent agent would give
some navigation guidance while it depends on the state of the human. In this scenario both
the intelligent agent and the human actively participated in the communication. Therefore,
if an impaired human is guided by an intelligent agent via a hard rein, it is a good paradigm
to extract salient features of guiding/following control policies.
The studies on communicative functions of haptic feedback in [18], argued that haptic
guidance is a sequence of temporally connected shared events. Therefore, characteriza-
tion of human-human interaction in a haptic communication scenario, where one partner is
blindfolded (limited perception of the environment) while the other human subject has fully
perceptual capabilities, can provide a viable basis to design optimal human-robot interaction
algorithms to serve humans working in many hazardous/uncertain environments.
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2.2 Humans’ trust in guiding
The concept of trust is defined by Vries and et al [47] as "Trust is believed by someone to
compensate for feelings of uncertainty". The authors in [47] argued that trust is considered
to be crucial in people’s decision to rely on a complex automated system to perform tasks
for them. Trust of human’s in robot’s autonomous decision capabilities is a known major
issue that significantly impacts the effectiveness of human-robot collaboration [48].
Trust has been studied in many areas such as automation [49], [50], [51], [52], human-
machine interactions [53], and human management models [54]. Model of human machine
trust was proposed in [53], and the dynamics of trust between humans and machines exam-
ined. Moreover, trust on an automation controller was studied in [49]. The results in [50]
indicated that trust is an important factor in understanding automation reliance decisions.
Trust is one of the most critical factors in urban search and rescue missions because it
can impact the humans’ decisions in uncertain conditions [55]. The study on fire-fighters
trust showed that trust in high-reliability task contexts was based on co-workers integrity
[56]. Colquitt et al. in [56] argued that trust can be rooted in both cognitive and affective
sources. All of above studies confirmed that trust is an important factor to build up mu-
tual understanding between two parties in task sharing. Therefore, this thesis attempts to
model an impaired human’s trust in guiding when the impaired human is guided by another
intelligent agent via a hard rein .
Several attempts have been made to study trust of a human with limited perception of
the environment [10], [48] in different environmental conditions. Previous studies on a
simulated game of firefighting, Stormont et al. [10] showed that the fire-fighters become
increasingly dependent upon robotic agents when the fire starts to spread along randomly
changing wind directions. Freedy [48] has discussed how self confidence correlates with
trust of automation in human robot collaboration. Recent studies confirmed that when the
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confidence level gets higher the activeness is increased in human robot shared control work
in [57], [6].
Any robotic assistant to a person with limited perception of the environment should
account for the level of the trust of the person. In HRI, it is increasingly becoming important
to consider trust of the human on the robotic counterpart in uncertain environments like real
fire. In [58], [55] studied how human trust can be explained quantitatively. However, this
work is not only to quantify the human trust but also to model it in real time. This thesis
discusses novel optimal state-dependent controller that accounts for the level of trust of the
follower as part of the state. Those results are mainly intended to be used in a robot to guide
people with good vision working in low visibility environments like in indoor fire-fighting
or in other disaster response scenarios in future.
2.3 Proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback in guiding
The human brain has the remarkable ability to use a reduced number of sensory modalities to
accomplish tasks. Humans used to do it without any sensor deprivation as well as the ability
to derive complex perceptions by combining different sensory modalities [1]. Knowledge
about the modified behavioral characteristics due to reduced sensory modalities will help
to design external assistive agents like robots to optimally assist human movements. There
have been many studies on proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback in guiding and reaching
in different scenarios.
2.3.1 Proprioceptive feedback in guiding
Proprioception is known to be playing an important role in the control of reaching move-
ments [59], [60]. It is well known that humans use haptic perception of errors they make
in reaching movements to learn internal models to compensate for external force fields with
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[61], [62] and without visual feedback [63], [64], [65], [66]. For a smooth trajectory, propri-
oceptive and visual feedback may guide adaptive updating of motor commands [61]. Robert
et al. in [61] claimed that visual feedback prevents compensation direction error in reaching
movements. However, in this thesis proprioceptive feedback is considered to monitor the
current human’s position to reduce the relative error in guiding in real time when the guiding
controller derived from human demonstration experiments in [67], [68] was implemented a
planar 1-DoF robotic arm.
Most of the reaching movement studies, average out error correction patterns in differ-
ent directions that makes it difficult to decipher anisotropic nature of haptic perception of
reaching errors. Most of the studies of Franklin, Burdet, and Milner use forward movement
with detailed online information [62]. This thesis presents humans’ behavior, perceptions,
and arm muscle activation when naive/trained humans’ most dominant arm is perturbed in
leftward/rightward directions.
2.3.2 Cutaneous feedback in guiding
The humans’ sense of touch is a complex and robust system [69]. As a perceptual system
it covers the entire surface of the human body and much of its internal structure. Human
hand consists with around 17,000 cutaneous mechanoreceptors [70]. Some studies have
demonstrated how to convey signals by stimulating cutaneous mechanoreceptors in guiding
[71], [72], [73], [74], [75].
In some studies vibrotactile displays have used in a way as sensory substitution system
[76]. Those were used to improve the quality of life in different ways such as reading devices
for those with visual impairments [77] to provide feedback of body tilt [78], balance control
and postural stability [79], and navigation aid in unfamiliar environments [80]. Those were
evaluated as aids to navigate in unfamiliar and hazardous environments [76].
Vibration stimulation was used to convey different types of messages to the users in
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guiding with/without vision [74], [75]. Mobile devices were used to provide pedestrian
navigation systems [81], [82], [83] in low visibility conditions. Authors in [74] introduced
an active belt that would enable users to obtain multiple directional information in guiding.
The direction is sensed by GPS direction sensor and 7 vibroactuators. Another interesting
work on cooperative human robot haptic navigation was demonstrated in [84] using a vi-
brotactile bracelet very recently. In this study, the subjects were free to decide their own
pace and a warning vibrational signal was generated by the bracelet when a large deviation
occurred with respect to desired trajectory. The novel vibro-tactile bracelet would be used
for path navigation for in an unknown environment with a mobile robot.
Previous studies have demonstrated mechanical and psychophysical studies of surface
wave propagation during vibrotactile simulations [85]. Most of the studies focused on vi-
brotactile localization on the arm [73], [69] and number of tactors [86], [73], [69], [86].
In this regard this thesis focuses on how trained in primitive haptic patterns given using a
wearable sleeve, can recognize their shifts and linear combinations. The results would give
an idea as to how humans mentally construct the cutaneous feedback in different scenarios.
The results would add cutaneous feedback to the blindfolded followers to help them men-
tally construct the shape and stiffness of obstacles that come into contact with the robot in
future. These experiments will help to formulate several new hypotheses about the abilities
of the human brain to use a reduced number of sensory modalities to accomplish tasks that
they used to do without any sensory deprivation as well as the ability to derive complex
perceptions by combining different sensory modalities.
2.4 Discussion
This chapter presents the previous work on navigation of a human with/without auditory
and visual perceptions from the environment by an intelligent agent. Moreover, the chapter
states how the thesis focus is different from previous literature. Next the chapter discusses
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an approach to estimate the follower’s trust in the guider with and elaboration on related
work. Then the studies on proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback are presented when the
vision is impaired. The discussion of the above major topics is a good basis to design a
robot to navigate a human in low visibility conditions like indoor in indoor fire-fighting.
CHAPTER 3
IDENTIFICATIONS OF HUMAN GUIDING USING A HARD REIN
Abstract
This chapter presents identifications of human-human interaction where one person with
limited auditory and visual perception of the environment (a follower), is guided by an
agent with full perceptual capabilities (a guider), via a hard rein along a given path. Several
identifications of the interaction between the guider and the follower were investigated such
as, a) how to identify human control policies in guiding and following, b) how to test the or-
der of the control policy, and c) how learning may successively apportion the responsibility
of control across different muscles of the guider in Human-Human Interaction (HHI) exper-
iments when 10 pairs participated in 20 experimental trials. It was found that the guiding
agent’s control policy can be modeled as a 3rd order predictive AR system and the human
follower can be modeled as a 2nd order reactive AR system. Moreover, it was found that the
guider exhibits to optimize the total cost over trials.
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3.1 Introduction
The main goal of this chapter is to identify the control policies in HHI where one person with
limited auditory and visual perception of the environment (a follower), is guided by another
human with full perceptual capabilities (a guider), via a hard rein along a given path. As
described in the introduction Chapter 1, the motivation of this thesis is to understand precise
and efficient haptic based guiding when a human has lost visual and auditory perceptions
due to the surrounding environment.
Several attempts have been made on guiding people with visual and auditory impair-
ments using intelligent agents in cases such as fire-fighting [5] and guiding blind people
using guide dogs [2]. Search and rescue scenarios are often complicated by low or no vis-
ibility conditions, because of smoke or dust. How does a robot guides impaired human
through an obstacle-laden environment that is very noisy and there is no-visibility? Because
of these conditions the guidance should consist entirely of haptic feedback. In such situa-
tions impaired human will be highly vulnerable and subject to unpredictable environmental
stress. The best way to test this scenario is to study how a human with full perceptual capa-
bilities guide an impaired human. Therefore, this chapter presents identifications of human
guiding using a hard rein in human demonstrations.
This chapter explores the context of identifications of control policies from human
demonstration experiments when a blindfolded human is guided by another human to be
applied in robot assisted guidance in no-visibility conditions like in indoor fire-fighting or
other disaster responders.
3.1.1 The questions addressed in human demonstration experiments
1. How to identify guider’s and follower’s control policies
2. How learning may successively apportion the responsibility of control across different
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muscles of the guiding agent
3.2 Methodology
Human-human demonstration experiments were conducted to understand the control poli-
cies of guiding and following.
3.2.1 Identification of guiding control policy and following state tran-
sition policy
The experiment was conducted to understand guiding control policy and following state
transition policy when one human with limited visual and auditory environmental percep-
tions is guided by another human with perceptual capabilities in an arbitrary complex path.
3.2.1.1 Experimental protocol
The experiment was conducted with 10 pairs of subjects after giving informed consent (see
ethical approval in Appendix A). They were healthy and in the age group of 23 - 43 years.
Fig. 3.1A shows how the guider and the follower held both ends of hard rein to track
the wiggly path. Fig. 3.1B shows the follower was blindfolded and cutoff from using
auditory feedback. Fig. 3.1C shows the relative orientation difference between the guider
and the follower (referred to as state (φ ) hereafter), and angle of the rein relative to the agent
(referred to as action (θ ) hereafter).
For clarity, the detailed wiggly path is shown in Fig. 3.2. The path of total length 9m was
divided into nine milestones as shown in Fig. 3.2. In any given trial, the guider was asked
to take the follower from one milestone to another at six milestones up or down (ex. 1-7,
2-8, 3-9, 9-3, 8-2, and 7-1). The starting milestone was pseudo-randomly changed from trial
to trial in order to eliminate the effect of any memory of the path. Moreover, the follower





















Fig. 3.1 Human-human demonstration experimental layout: A) The hard rein with wireless
MTx motion trackers. The guider and follower hold the hard rein, B) Tracking the path by
the duo, and C) The hard rein with wireless MTx motion sensors attached to measure the
state φ and the action θ . Here φ is the relative orientation difference between the guider and




















Fig. 3.2 The detailed diagram of labeled wiggly path on a floor.
was disoriented before starting every trial. The guider was instructed to move the handle
of the hard rein only on the horizontal plane to generate left and right turn commands.
Furthermore, the guider was instructed to use push and pull commands for forwards and
backward movements. The follower was instructed to pay attention to the commands via
the hard rein to follow the guider. The follower started to follow the guider once a gentle
tug was given via the hard rein.
3.2.1.2 Sensing
MTx motion capture sensors (3-axis acceleration, 3-axis magnetic field strengths, 4-quaternions,
3-axis Gyroscope readings (Xsens,USA)) were used to measure the states and actions of the
duo. Two MTx sensors were attached on the chest of the guider and the follower to mea-
sure the rate of change of the orientation difference between them (state). Another motion
tracker was attached on the hard rein to measure the angle of the rein relative to the sensor on
the chest of the guider (action from the guider). Four Electromyography (EMG) (Noraxon,
USA) electrodes at 1500Hz were fixed on the guider’s Anterior Deltoid, Biceps, Posterior






Fig. 3.3 EMG sensors are attached on the upper arm of the guider: EMG sensors are attached
on Anterior Deltoid, Posterior Deltoid, Biceps, and Triceps of the guider’s arm.
Deltoid, and Lateral Triceps along the upper arm as shown in Fig. 3.3. Before attaching
EMG electrodes, the skin was cleaned with alcohol.
3.2.1.3 Synchronization of MTx motion sensors and EMG sensors
Since the sampling frequency of MTx motion sensors and EMG are different, synchroniza-
tion method was introduced. Synchronization was achieved by adding external channel of
the EMG recorder. An extra motion tracker with a switch was worn by the guider on his
waist. A copper wire which winds around the motion tracker connects via a switch and the
battery serially connected to the EMG external channel. Before starting the trial, the guider
was asked to turn on the switch of the circuit, the induced magnetic field around the wire
could be seen in magnetic data of the MTx motion sensor while it could be seen by a trigger
in newly added channel in the EMG recorder. In the analysis, the triggers were used to align
the motion tracker and EMG data.
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3.3 Modeling
This section presents how to model the guiding and following policies of the guider and the
follower. The map from state to action (the guider’s policy) or the map from action to state
(the state transition policy of following) were formulated by Auto-Regressive (AR1) model.
The intention is to find the model order and the nature (predictive/reactive) of the model.
3.3.1 The guider’s closed loop control policy
The guider’s control policy is modeled as a N-th order state dependent discrete linear con-
troller. The order N depends on the number of past states used to calculate the current
action.
Let the state be the relative orientation between the guider and the follower given by φ ,
and the action be the angle of the rein relative to the sensor on the chest of the guider given





agRer φg(k− r)+agReN (3.1)








if it is a predictive controller, where, k denotes the sampling step, N is the order of the
polynomial, agRer ,a
gPre
r ,r = 1,2, · · · ,N−1 is the polynomial coefficient corresponding to the




1An auto-regressive (AR) model is a representation of a type of random process. The (AR) model specifies
that the output variable depends linearly on its own previous values [87].
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3.3.2 The follower’s state transition policy
While the guider’s control policy is represented by Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, the follower’s state
transition policy was modeled as an N-th order action dependent discrete linear controller
to understand behavior of the follower. The order N depends on the number of past actions
used to calculate the current state. Then the linear discrete control policy of the follower is
given by




a f Rer θ f (k− r)+a f ReN (3.3)
if it is a reactive controller, and




a f Prer θ f (k+ r)+a
f Pre
N (3.4)
if it is a predictive controller, where, k denotes the sampling step, N is the order of the
polynomial, a f Rer ,a
f Pre
r ,r = 1,2, · · · ,N−1 is the polynomial coefficient corresponding to the
r-th state in the reactive and predictive model respectively, and a f ReN , a
f Pre
N are corresponding
scalars. These linear controllers in Eqs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 can be regressed with the
experimental data obtained in the guider-follower experiments above to obtain the behavior
of the polynomial coefficients across trials. The behavior of these coefficients for all human
participants across the learning trials will give us useful insights as to the predictive/reactive
nature, variability, and stability of the control policy learned by duo. Furthermore, a linear
control policy given in Eqs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 would make it easy to transfer the fully
learned control policy to a robotic guider in a low visibility condition.
3.4 Results
The experiments were conducted with human participants to understand how the coeffi-
cients of the control policy relating states φ and actions θ given in Eqs. 3.1 to 3.4 settle
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down across learning trials. In order to have a deeper insight into how the coefficients in
the discrete linear controller in Eqs. 3.1 to 3.4 change across learning trials, the following
scientific questions were tested, 1) whether the guider and the follower tend to learn a pre-
dictive/reactive controllers across trials and 2) what would be the order of the control policy
of the guider in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 and the order of the control policy of the follower in Eqs.
3.3 and 3.4.
3.4.1 Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using MATLAB R2012a (The MathWorks Inc). Daubechies wave
family (db10) of the MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox was used to extract the action of the guider
and the state of the follower. Symlet wave family (sym8) of MATLAB was used for EMG
analysis. Statistical significances were computed using the Mann-Whitney U test (α =
0.05).
3.4.2 Adoption of Wave families for action and state vector profiles
To find regression coefficients, since the raw motion data have noise, Wavelet Toolbox (The
MathWorks Inc) was used to reduce the noise in the action and the state vectors. The guiders
action are continuous swing and pulls on the horizontal plane. However, for clarity, the
guider’s arm movement was plotted in horizontal and vertical planes for a random trial as
shown in Fig. 3.4. The vertical movements are very low to compare with the horizontal
movements. Therefore, only horizontal movements was considered to represent the arm
action. Therefore, the Daubechies wave family was chosen (for sinusoidal waves) [88]
in the wavelet analysis. Moreover, according to the previous studies [89], [60], human arm
movements are continuous and smooth. Therefore, a continuous mother wavelet (db10) was
taken to represent the swing actions in wavelet analysis. For further clarity, the percentage of
energy representation of db10 and harr wave families were compared as shown in Fig. 3.5A.
Considering higher percentage value, db10 was selected for swing type action analysis.
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Fig. 3.4 The vertical movements and horizontal action vector for the guider in a representa-
tive trial.
Then different decompression levels were tested for db10. The percentage of energy cor-
responding to approximation for different decompression levels were found to be 99.66%,
93.47%, and 86.73% for decompression levels 4, 8, and 15 respectively. The highest per-
centage of energy was gained when the decompression level is 4.
Fig. 3.5B shows the percentage energy corresponding to the 1 to 4 decomposition levels
of the action vector. Since the 4th decomposition level has the highest percentage (88%)
value, 4th decomposition level was adopted of db10 wave family to analyze raw data of
the action. Moreover, the same procedure was tested for state vector profile and the results
agreed with action vector profile. Therefore, based on the results, 4th decomposition level











































Fig. 3.5 Selection of wave family for action vector profiles: A) Selection of wavelet family
for guiding agent action vectors. The percentage of energy representation of action vector
of all subjects in all trials for db10 and harr wavelet families, and B) The percentage of
energy corresponding to 1 to 4 decomposition levels in db10 wave family. The averaged
action vector across the all subjects over trials are taken.
3.4.3 Determination of the guider’s control policy
The 4th decomposition level of db10 of action θ and state φ vectors are used for regression in
Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2. Once the coefficients of the polynomial in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 are estimated,
the best control policy (Eqs. 3.1 or 3.2), and the corresponding best order of the polynomial
should give the best R2 value for a given trial across all subjects. Here, twenty experimental
trials are binned to five for clarity.
First, the R2 of the reactive and predictive from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials
for the individual guider are shown in Fig. 3.6. The average R2 value across the 10 subjects
is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 3.6. Since the individual subject has a higher variability,
hereafter the average R2 value across all subjects is taken to find the guider’s control policy
as shown in Fig. 3.7. Therefore, the average R2 from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials























Fig. 3.6 The individual guider’s R2 value representation across the trials for predictive and reactive models: A) The R2 value variation
of the reactive from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials for the individual guiders, and B) The R2 value variation of the predictive
from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials for the individual guiders. The average R2 across all subjects are shown by a dashed line.
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3.4.4 Determination of predictive/reactive nature of the guider’s con-
trol policy
To select best fit policies, coefficients of Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 are estimated from 1st order to 4th
order polynomials as shown in Fig. 3.7A. Dashed line and solid line were used to denote
reactive and predictive models respectively. From Fig. 3.7A, the R2 values corresponding
to the 1st order model in both Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 are the lowest. The relatively high R2
values of the higher order models suggest that the control policy is of order > 1. Therefore,
the percentage (%) differences of R2 values of higher order polynomials relative to the 1st
order polynomial for both Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 were taken to assess the fitness of the predictive
control policy given in Eq. 3.2 relative to the reactive policy given in Eq. 3.1. Fig. 3.7B
shows that the marginal percentage (%) gain in R2 value (%△R2) of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order
polynomials in Eq. 3.2 predictive control policy, (solid line) grows compared to those of the
reactive control (dashed line) policy in Eq. 3.1. Therefore, the conclusion is that the guider
gradually gives more emphasis on a predictive control policy than a reactive one. Moreover,
individual guider’s predictive/reactive nature and the model order were tested as shown in
the tree diagram in Fig. 3.7C.
3.4.5 Determination of the model order of the guider’s control policy
The percentage (%) gain of of 3rd order polynomial is highest compared to 2nd and 4th
order polynomials as shown in Table 3.1 by numerical values and the Fig. 3.7B. There
is a statistically significant improvement from 2nd to 3rd order models (p = 0.008), while
there is not significant information gain from 3rd to 4th order models (p = 0.54). It means
that the guider predictive control policy is better explained with a 3rd order model. No any
information is added for higher orders after N = 3. Therefore, hereafter, 3rd order predictive
control policy is considered to explain the guider’s control policy.
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Fig. 3.7 The guider’s model order and predictive/reactive nature selection: R2 values from
1st order to 4th order polynomials for the guider. Reactive models (dashed line) and predic-
tive models (solid line): A) The R2 value variation of the reactive and predictive from 1st
to 4th order polynomials over trials for the guider, B) The percentage (%) differences of R2
values of 2nd to 4th order polynomials with respect to 1st order polynomial for the guider’s:
2nd order (blue), 3rd order (black), 4th order (green), and C) Individual guider’s model orders
and the predictive/reactive nature distribution by a tree diagram. On average the guider is
most likely on 3rd order predictive.
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Therefore, the guider’s control policy can be written by







agPrei , i = 0, · · · ,3 are the polynomial coefficient of the 3rd order predictive controller [90],
[91].
Table 3.1 Guider predictive△R2% of 2nd to 4th order polynomials w.r.t 1st order. Statistical
significance was computed using the Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05)
Trial No: 2nd order 3rd order 4th order p values
4 8.94 11.37 11.97
8 8.26 10.98 11.62
12 7.81 10.36 10.74 p(2nd ↔ 3rd)< 0.009∗,
16 9.38 11.68 12.25 p(3rd ↔ 4th)> 0.5
20 9.74 14.00 14.70
3.4.6 Determination of the follower’s state transition policy
Next attempt is to understand the identifications of the follower’s state transition policy in
response to guider’s actions.
3.4.7 Determination of predictive/reactive nature of the follower’s con-
trol policy
First, the R2 of the reactive and predictive from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials for the
follower for the individual subjects are shown in Fig. 3.8. The average R2 value across the
10 followers is shown by a dashed line as shown in Fig. 3.8. Since the individual subjects
has a higher variability, the average R2 value across all subjects is taken as shown in Fig.
3.9. Therefore, the average R2 from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials for follower
























Fig. 3.8 The individual follower’s R2 value representation across the trials for predictive and reactive models: R2 values from 1st
order to 4th order polynomials for the individual follower: A) The R2 value variation of the reactive from 1st to 4th order polynomials
over trials for the individual subject, and B) The R2 value variation of the predictive model from 1st to 4th order polynomials over
trials for the individual subjects. The average R2 across all subjects are shown by a dashed line.
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The experimental data for state θ and action φ in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 were used to extract
features of the follower’s policy from 1st to 4th order polynomials over trials as shown in
Fig. 3.9C. Here, same mathematical and statistical method were used as guider’s model.
Interestingly, Fig. 3.9C shows that the marginal percentage (%) gain in R2 value (%△R2)
of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order polynomials in Eq. 3.3 reactive control policy, (dashed line)
grows compared to those of the predictive control policy (solid line) in Eq. 3.4. Moreover,
individual follower’s predictive/reactive nature and the model order selection are shown in
the tree diagram in Fig. 3.9(C). Therefore, conclusion is that the follower gradually gives
more emphasis on a reactive policy than a predictive one.
3.4.8 Determination of the model order of the follower’s state transi-
tion policy
The percentage (%) gain of of 2nd order polynomial is highest compared to 3rd and 4th order
polynomials as shown in Table 3.2 by numerical values and the Fig. 3.9D. Interestingly,
there is no statistically significant improvement from 2nd to 3rd order models (p = 0.42) or
from 3rd to 4th order models (p = 0.54). Therefore, the follower reactive policy is more ex-
plained when the order is N = 2. Therefore, hereafter, 2nd order reactive policy is considered
to explain the follower’s state transition policy.
Therefore, the follower’s state transition policy can be written as,
φ f (k) = a
f Re
0 θ f (k)+a
f Re
1 θ f (k−1)+a f Re2 (3.6)
a f Rei , i = 0, · · · ,3 are the polynomial coefficient of the 3rd order reactive controller [91]
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Fig. 3.9 The follower’s model order and predictive/reactive nature selection: R2 values from
1st order to 4th order polynomials for the follower. Reactive models (dashed line) and pre-
dictive models (solid line): A) The R2 value variation of the reactive and predictive from
1st to 4th order polynomials over trials for the guider and the follower respectively, B) The
percentage (%) differences of R2 values of 2nd to 4th order polynomials with respect to 1st
order polynomial for the guider’s and the follower’s control policies respectively: 2nd order
(blue), 3rd order (black), 4th order (green), and C) Individual follower’s model orders and
the predictive/reactive nature distribution by a tree diagram. The follower is most likely on
2rd order reactive models.
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Table 3.2 Follower reactive△R2% of 2nd to 4th order polynomials w.r.t 1st order. Statistical
significance was computed using the Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05)
Trial No: 2nd order 3rd order 4th order p values
4 8.58 9.57 9.91
8 8.31 10.33 10.77
12 7.41 8.46 8.70 p(2nd ↔ 3rd)> 0.4,
16 9.45 10.21 10.51 p(3rd ↔ 4th)> 0.5









Fig. 3.10 The evolution of coefficients of the 3rd order auto regressive predictive controller
of the guider.
3.4.9 Polynomial parameters of auto-regressive state dependent be-
havioral policies of the duo
The polynomial parameters of the guider’s 3rd order predictive and the follower’s 2nd order
reactive policies would evolve across learning trials in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 for the guider
and the follower respectively. In Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the history of the polynomial
coefficients fluctuates within bounds for both the guider predictive and the follower reactive.
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The average and standard deviation (denoted by avg: and std: respectively) values of the
coefficients are labeled in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. This could come from the variability across
participants and variability of the parameters across trials itself. Therefore, the above control







Fig. 3.11 The evolution of coefficients of the 2nd order auto regressive reactive controller of
the follower.
3.4.10 Optimality of muscle recruitment
To understand the optimality of muscle activation, first the responsibility assignment of
muscles from EMG recordings is discussed. Since the raw EMG data has noise, again
Wavelet Toolbox (The MathWorks Inc.) was used to reduce noise. The raw EMG signal
is a sinusoidal continuous wave as shown in Fig. 3.12A. Therefore, the sym8 in Symlets
wave family (The MathWorks Inc) was used [88] for EMG analysis. For further clarity,
the percentage of energy corresponding to the approximation of sym8 (Symlets) and harr
(Harr) are demonstrated by a bar chart as shown in Fig. 3.12B by 72.91% and 68.46%
respectively. Considering the highest energy percentage, sym8 was chosen for our EMG
wave analysis. Then different decompression levels were tested for sym8. The percentage
of energy corresponding to approximation for different decompression levels were found to
be 99.52%, 95.97%, 92.05%, 85.41%, and 20.36% for decompression levels 3, 4, 5, 6 and





















Fig. 3.12 Selection of wavelet family for EMG vector: A) A representative raw EMG signal
from the guider, B) The percentage of energy representation for harr and sym8 wavelet
families for raw EMG signal, and C) The percentage of energy corresponding to 1 to 3
decomposition levels for sym8 wave family for the EMG signal.
is 3. To understand the percentages of energy corresponding to the 1 to 3 decomposition
levels, Fig. 3.12C shows the percentage energy corresponding to the 1 to 3 decomposition
levels of the EMG signal. Since the 3rd decomposition level has highest percentage energy
level (76%), hereafter the 3rd decomposition level is used to analyze raw EMG data.
3.4.11 Behavior of antagonist muscles
When the guider takes the arm action in horizontal plane, it can be pushing/ pulling or
swinging in horizontal plane. The Anterior Deltoid and Posterior Deltoid are recruited for
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arm pushing and pulling. The guider can use the elbow joint in two different ways: one
is to swing the rein in the vertical plane by flexing the elbow without moving the shoulder
joint, and the other is to pull the rein if the elbow is flexed in synchrony with a shoulder
joint flexion. To understand the muscle recruitment, average normalized activation of each
individual muscle was plotted over trials and the averaged normalized EMG ratio between
frontal and dorsal muscles over trials as shown in Fig. 3.13A and Fig. 3.13B respectively.
There is a downward trend in ratio of Anterior Deltoid and Posterior Deltoid muscles over
trials in Fig. 3.13B: M1 while ratio of Biceps and Triceps muscles has a upward trend over
trials as shown in Fig. 3.13B: M2. This indicates that a forward model of task dynamics is
learnt across trials. For further clarity, the significance test was conducted between the first
5 trials and last 5 trials of M1 and M2 using single tailed t-test (because data were normally
distributed, p = 0.85). The results show that the ratio of first five trials and last five trials
of Anterior Deltoid and Posterior Deltoid (M1) are significantly different (p = 0.001) while
there is no significance between the ratio of first five trials and last five trials of Biceps and
Triceps (M2) (p = 0.85). This suggests that the forward model [92], [93] that predicts the
consequence of guiding actions accounts for the activity of Deltoids than the elbow joint.
This may be due to the fact that the elbow joints is mainly responsible to keep the guider’s
actions on the horizontal plane.
3.4.12 Behavior of total EMG over trials
To obtain an estimation of the total energy consumed during guiding, the average EMG for
all four muscles of all ten subjects are computed. The results reflect the average energy






i j, where SN is the number of subjects,
EMGi j is the average rectified EMG of the ith muscle of the jth subject. The behavior
of this energy consumption indicator J is shown in Fig. 3.14. It is observed from the 2nd




Fig. 3.13 The behavior of the average normalized muscle EMGs: A) Average normalized
muscle EMG anterior Deltoid, posterior Deltoids, Biceps, and Triceps. The gradient and
intercept of individual muscles are (-0.005, 0.315), (0.004,0.426), (0.001, 0.133), and (-
0.013, 0.995) for Anterior Deltoid, Posterior Deltoid, Biceps, and Triceps respectively, and
B) Frontal and dorsal muscle ratio: M1- Biceps triceps muscle ratio, M2- anterior Deltoid
posterior Deltoid muscle ratio
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in last 10 trials. This suggests that optimization is a non-monotonic process. During the
first half of trials, it may have given priority to predictive control policy order selection
(Eq. 3.2) and the formation of the forward model to predict follower’s state into the future
than optimization in the muscle activation space, which is also reflected in the behavior
of R2 values in Fig. 3.7. Once the optimal order is selected, subjects exhibit monotonic
optimization in the muscle activation space as seen in the last 10 trials of Fig. 3.14, with a
corresponding increase of R2 values in Fig. 3.7.
Fig. 3.14 The behavior of this cost indicator: The behavior of this cost indicator J of the 2nd
order best fit curve for average EMGs of all four muscles of the ten subjects across trials.
3.4.13 Discussion
This chapter presents identification of state dependent control policy to guide a person with
limited visual and auditory perceptions in an uncalibrated environment. If an intelligent
agent (man/machine) guides the above person, the guiding agent could learn variability
of movements and uncertainty of behavior [94]. Therefore, this study was conducted to
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understand how two human participants interact with each other using haptic signals through
a hard rein to achieve a path tracking goal when one partner was cut off from auditory
and visual feedback from the environment (the follower), while the other (the person with
environmental perceptions) gets full state feedback of the follower to find variability of
movement and uncertainty of the behavior. It was found that on average guider gives more
emphasis on 3rd order predictive controller and the follower gives more emphasis on 2nd
order reactive model.
The proposed control policy based on human-human demonstrations is mainly intended
to be used in a robot to guide people with good vision working in low visibility environments
like in indoor fire-fighting or in other disaster response scenarios. The results suggest that
in general, the guider depends on more historical information to generate an action, while
the follower depends on less. Therefore, the interpretations as to why the follower’s auto-
regressive reactive policy is a 2nd one, whereas the guider’s auto-regressive predictive policy
in a 3rd or higher order is that a reactive behavior does not need as many past states as in
a predictive behavior to take action. The novel findings provide a novel theoretical basis to
design advanced human-robot interaction algorithms in a variety of cases that require the
assistance of a robot to perceive the environment by a human counterpart.
CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATE THE TRUST OF A HUMAN IN FOLLOWING ANOTHER
AGENT BY THE COEFFICIENTS OF A VIRTUAL DAMPED INER-
TIAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN IN REAL TIME
Abstract
This chapter presents how the trust of a human in following another agent can be estimated
by the coefficients of a virtual damped inertial model of the human in real time. In Human
Robot Interactions (HRI), the human will try to ’read’ the situation by nature, and anticipate
the movements of the robot companion. A major pre-condition for successful HRI in these
circumstances is the human trust in the robot. If the robot can adjust itself in order to
trust level of the human, it is easy to develop a mutual understanding between the robot
and the human in guiding. By modeling the follower’s dynamics by a time varying virtual
damped inertial system, it shows that the coefficient of virtual damping is most sensitive to
the trust level of the follower at any given time. These experimental insights would be used
to derive a novel controller that integrates an optimal order control policy with a push/pull
force modulator in response to the trust level of the follower monitored using a time varying
virtual damped inertial model.
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4.1 Introduction
Human mutual trust to follow an other party is more important to have a successful HRI.
According to Oxford dictionary trust is defined as [95] "firm belief in the reliability, truth,
or ability of someone or something".
So far, there has been little discussion about human trust on robots in unstructured en-
vironments. Trust is one of the most critical factors in urban search and rescue missions
because it can impact the decisions human make in uncertain conditions [55]. If any robotic
assistant to a person with limited perception of the environment could monitor the level
of trust of the person to be relevant to the psychological context of the person being as-
sisted, would be the best way to construct a mutual understanding between two parties. Few
attempts have been made to study trust of a human with limited perception [10], [48] in
different environments. In a simulated game of fire-fighting, Stormont et al [10] showed
that the fire-fighters become increasingly dependent upon robotic agents when the fire starts
to spread along randomly changing in wind directions. Freedy [48] has discussed how self
confidence correlates with trust of automation in human robot collaboration. Previous stud-
ies on human trust on a guiding agent have shown that humans tend to depend entirely on the
guiding agent when they are in hazardous environments [10] until sudden a change occurs
[96]. This implies that the degree of compliance in a follower should drop if the follower
loses trust in the guiding agent. Moreover, [58], [55] studied how human trust can be ex-
plained quantitatively. However, this chapter explains not only quantifies the human trust
but also models it in real time.
The results from human-human demonstrations provide useful design guidelines to HRI
that should account for the real-time trust of the human counterpart. In a HRI scenario such
as a fire-fighter being guided by a robot through thick smoke, the estimate of the followers’
trust using the above method could be used to adopt the behavioral changes of the intelligent
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agent.
4.1.1 The objectives addressed by Chapter 4
1. How the guiding agent may modulate the pulling force in response to the trust level
of the follower in different paths
4.1.2 Modeling the follower as a virtual time varying damped inertial
system
In order to study how the above control policy would interact with the follower in an arbi-
trary path tracking task, the voluntary following behavior of the blindfolded human subject
(follower) was modeled as a damped inertial system, where a tug force F(k) applied along
the follower’s heading direction at sampling step k would result in a transition of position
given by
F(k) = MP¨f (k)+ζ P˙f (k) (4.1)
where M is the virtual mass, Pf is the position vector in the horizontal plane, and ζ
is the virtual damping coefficient. It should be noted that the virtual mass and damping
coefficients are not those real coefficients of the follower’s stationary body, but the mass
and damping coefficients felt by the guider while the duo is in voluntary movement. This
dynamic equation can be approximated by a discrete state-space equation given by
x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k+1) (4.2)





(2M +Tζ )/(M +Tζ ) −M/(M +Tζ )
1 0
, B =
T 2/(M +Tζ )
0
, u(k) = F(k)
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and T is the sampling time.
Given the updated position of the follower Pf (k), the new position of the guider Pg(k) can
be easily calculated by imposing the constraint
∥∥Pf (k)−Pg(k)∥∥ = L, where L is the length
of the hard rein. The guider’s location was obtained by assuming the guider is always on
the known desired path. Therefore, given a follower’s position Pf (k) the intersection of the
desired path and the circle with center at Pf (k) and radius L will give the guider’s location.
4.2 Methodology
The experiment was conducted to study how to model the trust of the follower in different
path tracking. Fourteen naive pairs of healthy subjects with age 23 - 29 years participated
to the study after giving informed consent (see ethical approval in Appendix A). They were
healthy and in the age group of 23 - 29 years. Fig. 4.1A shows how the guider and the
follower held both ends of hard rein to track the different paths. The follower was blind-
folded and cutoff from using auditory feedback. MTx motion sensors were attached to the
follower’s chest to measure the acceleration as shown in Fig. 4.1A. In addition to MTx
motion sensors, ATI Mini40 6-axis force torque transducer was attached to the hard rein to
measure tug force sampled at 1000Hz along the horizontal plane to guide the follower as
shown in Fig. 4.1B. There were 10 trials each for three different paths shown in Fig. 4.1C.
Moreover, to study the trust from the human follower, a trust scale 1 to 10 ranging from
lowest to highest was introduced before starting the experiments and subjects were asked
to rate their trust to follow the guider after each trial. After each trial, subjects (follower)
reported trust value orally.
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Fig. 4.1 The study of trust level of the follower in different paths: A) The guider and the
follower in path tracking: The MTx motion tracker was attached on the follower’s chest to
track the motion data, B) ATI Mini40 6-axis force torque transducer at 1000Hz attached to
the hard rein to measure pushing/pulling force, and C) The detail diagram of experimental
layout of trust studies of following subject in three different paths: P1: Ninety degree turn,
P2: Sixty degree turn, and P3: Straight path.
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4.3.1 The instantaneous trust level of the follower
The instantaneous trust level of the follower in the state-space was incorporated with the
closed loop controller. The results of variability of voluntary movements of a blindfolded
follower in a haptic based guidance scenario are shown in a virtual damped inertial dynamic
system. The attempt is to address the question of how the follower’s trust towards the
guider should be accounted for in designing a closed loop controller. Here, the trust of the
follower in any given context should be reflected in the compliance of his/her voluntary
movements to follow the instructions of the guider. By modeling the impedance of the
voluntary movement of the follower using a time varying virtual damped inertial system,
the variability of the impedance parameters are observed - in virtual mass and damping
coefficients - in paths with different complexities (paths).
The experimental results of 14 pairs of subjects in three types of paths - 90◦ turn, 60◦
turn, and a straight - are shown in Fig. 4.2. Here motion data are extracted within a window
of 10 seconds around the 90◦ and 60◦ turns, and for fairness of comparison, the same win-
dow is taken for the straight path for our regression analysis to observe the virtual damping
coefficient and the virtual mass in three different paths. Fig. 4.2A and Fig. 4.2B show the
variability of the virtual damping coefficient and the virtual mass for the above three con-
texts respectively. The Fig. 4.2A shows that the variability of the virtual damping coefficient
is highest in the path with a 90◦ turn, with relatively less variability in that with a 60◦ turn,
and least variability in the straight path.
In Fig. 4.2A and in Fig. 4.2B, the average values of the virtual damping coefficient
and the virtual mass distribution in straight path are lowest. This suggests that the trust
level of the follower is greater in the straight path. Furthermore, Table 4.1 and Table 4.2
show the results of Mann Whitney U test (α = 0.05) for different paths ( 90◦ turn, 60◦ turn,
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90 deg 60 deg Straight
Fig. 4.2 The follower’s trust in different context: Regression coefficients in Eq. 4.1 of
different paths: A) Virtual damping coefficient for paths: 90◦ turn (red), 60◦ (yellow) turn,
and straight path (green). The average values are 3.055, 1.605, and -0.586 for 90◦ turn, 60◦
turn, and straight path respectively, B) Virtual mass coefficient for paths: 90◦ turn (red), 60◦
turn (yellow), and straight path (green). The average values are 2.066, -0.083, and 0.002
for 90◦ turn, 60◦ turn, and straight path respectively, and C) Virtual stiffness coefficient for
paths: 90◦ turn (red), 60◦ (yellow) turn, and straight path (green). The average values are
0.0325, -0.1385, and 0.0117 for 90◦ turn, 60◦ turn, and straight path respectively.
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and straight path ) of coefficients in Eq. 4.1 (Since the data are not normally distributed,
non parametric Mann-Whitney U test was conducted). Results in Table 4.1 show that the
virtual damping coefficient in 90◦ turn is significantly different from that in straight path
(p = 0.009). Moreover, virtual damping coefficient in 60◦ turn is also significantly different
from that in straight path (p = 0.01). There is no statistically significant difference between
the virtual damping coefficient in path 90◦ turn and 60◦ turn (p = 0.90). Furthermore, the
virtual mass distribution in Eq. 4.4 is shown in Fig. 4.2B. Interestingly, only straight path is
statistically significantly different from 90◦ turn (p = 0.006). However, the Mann Whitney
U test in between 60◦ turn and straight path is not significantly different (p = 0.80). This
may come from the fact that the follower has more trust to follow the guider in a straight
path than other two paths. Therefore, these results confirm that the follower’s trust level is
reflected in the time varying parameter of the virtual damped inertial system. The virtual
damping coefficient presents itself to be more sensitive parameter to the level of trust than
the virtual mass.
Table 4.1 Virtual damping coefficients. Statistical significance was computed using the
Mann-Whitney U test
Paths Mean
90◦ turn 3.055 p(900turn↔ 600turn)> 0.6,
60◦ turn 1.605 p(600turn↔ Straight path)< 0.02∗,
Straight path -0.586 p(900turn↔ Straight path)< 0.01∗
When the follower voluntarily moves forward according to the small tug-signal of the
guider, any increase of force felt by the guider must come from a reduction in the “vol-
untary” nature of follower’s movement. Therefore, the follower was modeled as a virtual
damped inertial model. To represent the variable “voluntary” nature of the follower, virtual
stiffness is not considered. For that reason, the original location is irrelevant in a voluntary
movements. However, the variability of virtual stiffness was tested by adding the stiffness
to Eq. (4.1) as shown in Eq. (4.3) for clarity.
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Then the Eq. (4.1) becomes
F(k) = MP¨f (k)+ζ P˙f (k)+kPf (k) (4.3)
Table 4.2 Virtual mass coefficients. Statistical significance was computed using the Mann-
Whitney U test
Paths Mean
90◦ turn 2.066 p(900turn↔ 600turn)> 0.8,
60◦ turn -0.083 p(600turn↔ Straight path)> 0.7,
Straight path 0.002 p(900turn↔ Straight path)< 0.01∗
Fig. 4.2C shows the variability of the virtual stiffness for 90◦ turn, 60◦ turn, and straight
path. The variability of the mass and the stiffness are low as shown in Fig. 4.2B and Fig.
4.2C while variability of damping coefficient is high as shown in Fig. 4.2A. In Fig. 4.2A, in
Fig. 4.2B, and in Fig. 4.2C the average values of the virtual damping coefficient, the virtual
mass, and the virtual stiffness distribution in straight path are lowest. This shows that the
trust level of the follower is greater in the straight path. Furthermore, Table 4.1, Table 4.2,
and Table 4.3 show the results of Mann-Whitney U test for different paths ( 90◦ turn, 60◦
turn, straight path ) of coefficients in Eq. (4.3).
However, the virtual stiffness is significantly different - 90◦ to straight (p = 0.002), 90◦
turn and 60◦ turn (p = 0.004), and 60◦ turn and straight (p = 0.001) - three paths. Even
though the virtual stiffness is significantly different for three defined paths the variability is
very low. However, the variability of virtual damping coefficient is higher than virtual mass
and stiffness. Therefore, these results confirm that the follower’s trust level is reflected in
the time varying parameter of the virtual damped inertial system. It is noted that the virtual
damping coefficient presents itself to be more sensitive parameter to the level of trust than
the virtual mass or stiffness.
The results confirm that, the virtual damping coefficient can be a good indicator to con-
trol the push/pull behavior of an intelligent guider using a feedback controller of the form
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Table 4.3 Virtual stiffness coefficients. Statistical significance was computed using the
Mann-Whitney U test
Paths Mean
90◦ turn 0.0325 p(900turn↔ 600turn)< 0.05∗,
60◦ turn -0.1385 p(600turn↔ Straight path)< 0.05∗,
Straight path 0.0117 p(900turn↔ Straight path)< 0.05∗
given in Eq. 4.4, where F(k) is the pushing/pulling tug force along the rein from the human
guider at kth sampling step, M is the time varying virtual mass, M0 is its desired value, ζ
is the time varying virtual damping coefficient, k is the sampling step, and ζ0 is its desired
value.
F(k+1) = F(k)− (M−M0)P¨f (k)− (ζ −ζ0)P˙f (k) (4.4)




















Fig. 4.3 The follower’s trust in different context: The trust scale varies from 1 to 10 from
the lowest to the highest. The average response value across straight, 60◦, turn and 90◦ turn
are shown with variability.
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dropped from the straight path to that with a 60◦ turn, to that with a 90◦ turn. Moreover,
the follower’s response towards the defined trust scale is presented in Fig. 4.3, where the
average trust scale values across all the subjects for straight, 60◦ turn, and 90◦ turn are
shown. The variability of 90◦ turn is higher than the 60◦ turn and straight paths as shown
in Fig. 4.3. For further clarity, the significance was computed by Mann-Whitney U test as
shown in Fig. 4.3. The significance between straight and 90◦ turn (p = 0.01) and straight
and 60◦ turn (p = 0.03) are significantly different . The follower’s response after each trial
confirms that the follower is more confident to follow the guider in straight path than 90◦
turn and 60◦ turn.
Moreover, followers’ trust ranking over the trials are shown in Fig.4.4. Fig.4.4 shows
that followers’ rank is increases over trials. However, on average subjects gave higher rank-
ing value for straight path, and lowest in 90◦ turn.
Fig. 4.4 Average ranking over the trials: Subject’s ranking values distribution over the trials
for straight path, 60◦ turn, and 90◦ turn.
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4.3.2 Developing a closed loop path tracking controller incorporating
the follower’s trust level
The guider’s 3rd order predictive policy in Eq. 3.5 in Chapter 3 is combined to control the
swing movement of the hard rein, with the tug force modulation rule in Eq. 4.4 to form a
controller that accounts for the state of the follower that indicates his/her trust level.
The last 10 trials coefficients values are used as marked on Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 by red
dashed line to calculate the statistical features of the regression coefficients in order to make
sure the model reflects the behavior of the human participants at a mature learning stage
in model order selection experiments on human demonstrations in Chapter 3. The model
parameters were then found to be: a0 = N(−1.9216,0.25902), a1 = N(2.0125,0.47352),
a2 = N(2.0125,0.47352), and c = N(−0.7429,0.24162).
In order to ascertain whether the control policy obtained by this systems identification
process is stable for an arbitrarily different scenario, numerical simulation is conducted to
study forming a closed loop dynamic control system of the guider and the follower using
the control policy given in Eq. 3.5 together with the discrete state space equation of the
follower dynamics given in Eq. 4.2.
To understand the variability of the virtual model parameters based on the model, the
virtual mass M = 15[kg] from t = 2s to t = 3s and the virtual damping coefficient ζ =
6[Nsec/m] from t = 6s to t = 7s are set to observe tug force variation in Eq. 4.2 as shown in
Fig. 4.5. The length of the hard rein is L = 0.7m. The tug force variation in Fig. 4.5 shows
that the virtual damping coefficient more influenced to vary the tug force than the virtual
mass. The results again suggest that virtual model parameter would be used to indicate the
trust of the follower.
By modeling the impedance of the follower as a virtual damped inertial system, variabil-
ity was considered of the follower’s impedance parameters (the virtual mass and damping
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Fig. 4.5 Simulation results: The tug force variation of the follower in order to sudden change
of the virtual mass M = 15[kg] from t = 2s to t = 3s and the virtual damping coefficient
ζ = 6[Nsec/m] from t = 6s to t = 7s.
coefficients) at different turn angles. From the three types of paths are shown Fig. 4.2, the
blindfolded subjects who played the role of the follower confirmed that their trust in follow-
ing the guider was highest in the straight path and it dropped in the other paths so that the
trust was medium in the path with a 60◦ turn, and least in that with a 90◦ turn. The results
of virtual impedance parameters in Eq. 4.4 are shown in Fig. 4.2A and Fig. 4.2B. The
experimental results of human subjects also show that the variability of the virtual damping
coefficients correlates more with the complexity of the path in Fig. 4.2 - reflecting the trust
level of the follower - than that of the virtual mass coefficient. Fig. 4.2A and Fig. 4.2B show
that the higher trust of the follower in the straight path results in a lower average value of
the virtual damping coefficient. When the follower drops his trust in 90◦ turn and 60◦ turn,
the guider has to exert a higher tug force to take following agent into desired trajectory that
leads to higher average values for the virtual mass and virtual damping coefficient.
Moreover, the experimental average trust scale test results in Fig. 4.3 suggest that the
follower’s trust drop in 90◦ turn and 60◦ turn.
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4.4 Discussion
Previous studies on human trust on a helping agent have shown that humans tend to depend
entirely on the helping agent when they are in hazardous environments [10] until sudden a
change occurs [96]. This implies that the degree of compliance in a follower should drop if
the follower loses trust in the helping agent. By modeling the impedance of a follower as a
virtual damped inertial system, variability of the follower’s impedance parameters (the vir-
tual mass and damping coefficients) was considered at different turn angles. From the three
types of paths, the blindfolded participants who played the role of the follower confirmed
that their trust in following the guider was highest in the straight path and it dropped in the
other paths so that the trust was medium in the path with a 60◦ turn, and least in that with
a 90◦ turn. The experimental results of human participants also show that the variability
of the virtual damping coefficients correlates more with the complexity of the path in Fig.
4.2 - reflecting the trust level of the follower - than that of the virtual mass coefficient or
the virtual stiffness. Fig. 4.2 shows that the higher trust of the follower in the straight path
results in a lower average value of the virtual damping coefficient. When the follower drops
his trust in 90◦ turn and 60◦ turn, the guider has to exert a higher tug force to take follow-
ing agent into desired trajectory that leads to higher average values for the virtual mass and
virtual damping coefficient.
Experimental results from human-human demonstrations provides useful design guide-
lines to human-robot interaction that should account for the real-time trust level of the hu-
man counterpart. In a human-robot interaction like in indoor fire-fighter being guided by
a robot through thick smoke, the estimate of the followers’ trust using the above method
could be used to change acceleration/deceleration of the intelligent agent.
CHAPTER 5
HUMAN INTERACTION WITH THE GUIDER’S CONTROL
POLICY IMPLEMENTED IN A ROBOT
Abstract
This chapter describes studies on human-robot interactions when the control policy iden-
tified from human guiders was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to perturb
the blindfolded subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position in left-
ward/rightward directions. The chapter discusses how the robot and humans behave in
leftward/rightward movements when robot interacts with naive and trained subjects. Fur-
thermore, the human’s arm muscle contribution immediately after the arm perturbation from
leftward/rightward directions and stability of the controller are presented. The results show
that even though robot’s behavior is not significantly different in leftward/rightward move-
ments when it interacts with naive/trained subjects, naive subjects behave differently in left-
ward/rightward movements. Moreover, it was observed that naive subjects elicit a 2nd order
reactive behavior similar to human participants in the experiments in Chapter 3. However,
trained subjects developed a 2nd order predictive following behavior.
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5.1 Introduction
The human brain has the remarkable ability to use a reduced number of sensory modalities to
accomplish tasks that they used to do without any sensor deprivation as well as the ability to
derive complex perceptions by combining different sensory modalities [1]. For instance, in
the case of indoor fire-fighting, fire-fighters move inside the buildings under low visibility
conditions using only haptic sensation. In such cases, a knowledge about the modified
behavioral characteristics due to reduced sensory modalities will help to design external
assistive agents like robots to optimally assist human movements.
It is important to study how robot’s behavior depends on human’s behavior and vice
versa in human-robot interactions. Therefore, robot’s behavior in leftward/rightward arm
commands and human’s behavior in leftward/rightward movements are presented when hu-
man’s arm is perturbed by planar 1-DoF robotic arm to bring human into a desired angular
position. In this scenario, humans’ behavioral metrics such as rise time (RT), best fit model
order of the polynomial fitted to the instantaneous error of the human’s position for a given
desired angle (N), steady state variability (SSV), and steady state error (SSE) are presented
to discuss the human’s interaction behavior with robot. Moreover, robot’s action command
distribution in leftward/rightward directions is presented to understand robot’s behavior in
leftward/rightward arm actions in human-robot interactions. Human-robot interaction ex-
periments were conducted with naive/trained subjects to test any difference in the behavior
in robot and human in moving leftward/rightward directions. Furthermore, humans’ spon-
taneous arm muscle response immediately after the arm perturbation is analyzed to under-
stand arm muscles’ activation when the arm is perturbed from leftward/rightward directions.
Moreover, the stability of the implemented controller is discussed.
For more clarity, the summary of the carried experiments in human-robot interaction
experiments is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Fig. 5.1 The summary of the human-robot interaction experiments. The same experiments
were carried out with naive and trained subjects to study robot’s behavior, human’s behavior,
and human’s muscle activation. Experiment 1 is to test the human’s and the robot’s behavior.
Experiment 2 is to test human’s arm muscle activation. RT, N, SSV, and SSE were taken as
behavioral metrics of the humans.
5.1.1 The objectives addressed by human-robot interaction experiments
1. To understand the influence of guiding direction (leftward/rightward) and training of
the followers in the four behavioral metrics shown in Fig. 5.1.
2. What would be the model order of following and its reactive/predictive nature of
naive/trained subjects.
3. To understand the differences in spontaneous muscle recruitment in responses to left-
ward/rightward perturbations given by the robot. This is important because perception
of the guiding command given by the robot depends on how proprioceptive sensors in
the muscles are perturbed.
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4. Whether the implemented closed loop guider’s control policy is stable or not.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Human-human demonstration experiments in Fig. 5.2A were replicated by human-robot
interaction experiments as shown in Fig. 5.2B. This chapter presents two experiments. Ex-
periment 1 was designed to study how humans’ behavior depends on robot behavior and
vice versa when the humans’ most dominant arm is perturbed from leftward/rightward di-
rections. The model order and the reactive/predictive nature of the naive/trained subjects
are also presented. Moreover, the stability of the implemented controller is discussed. Ex-
periment 2 was designed to study the arm muscle recruitment immediately after given a
single tug from leftward/rightward directions. Both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were
conducted with naive and trained subjects.
5.2.1 Experimental setup
The schematic diagram of replication of human-human experiments in Fig. 5.2A was repli-
cated by human-robot experiments as shown in Fig. 5.2B. In Fig. 5.2B, the angle (φ ) is the
error of following (The angle of the line connecting from motor axis to the human’s position
and the desired position), the angle (θ ) is the robotic arm’s swing angle on the horizontal
plane. Moreover, the replicated experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.3. In Fig. 5.3, the
guider’s arm was replaced by planar 1-DoF robotic arm to generate the swing arm action
in horizontal plane. The cord was attached to the waist belt of the blindfolded subjects and
the encoder on the shaft platform to measure the relative error between the human and the
motor shaft (φ ). The planar 1-DoF robotic arm was actuated by a motor. The motor shaft
was driven by a Maxon EC 60 (φ ) mm brush less 400 Watt with Hall sensors motor. An
EPOS2 50/5 digital position controller was used to control the motor. Here, NI LabVIEW
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Fig. 5.2 Replicating human-human demonstration experiments by human-robot interaction:
A) Human-human demonstration experiment set up, B) The schematic diagram of human-
robot interaction experiments: The guider’s arm is replicated by a planar 1-DoF robotic
arm. The hard rein is connected via a passive joint to the robotic arm. Blindfolded subject
hold the other end of the rein. The angle (φ ) is the error of following (The angle of the line
connecting from motor axis to the human’s position and the desired position.), the angle (θ )
is the robotic arm’s swing angle on the horizontal plane.
2009 was used for programming and communicating with other hardware devices to control
the robotic arm. The joint between the robotic arm and the hard rein was made as a passive
joint. The other end of the hard rein was held by the human follower as shown in Fig. 5.3.
For more clarity, more detailed diagram of closed loop human-robot interaction exper-
iments is shown in Fig. 5.4. Here, the human’s movement error (φ ) was fed the guider’s
control policy derived from human demonstration experiments in equation 3.2 to calculate
the robot’s next arm action (θ ).
5.2.2 Subject’s training phase
Experiments 1 and 2 were repeated after training to compare any difference in naive and
trained subjects’ behavior. In the training phase, the subjects were trained to give an idea
how to move proportional to the perturbed tug force. The subjects move from the initial
position (home) to the desired positions A, B, C, D, E, and F for the desired angles +10◦,
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The cord was attached to the 







Fig. 5.3 Experimental set up: The cord was attached to the waist belt of the blindfolded
subjects and the encoder on the shaft platform to measure the relative error between the
human and the motor shaft (φ ).
+20◦, +30◦,−10◦,−20◦, and−30◦ as shown in Fig. 5.5. Here, the subject’s most dominant
arm was perturbed by a single tug force. For each desired angle in training phase, the
subjects performed 5 trials.
5.2.3 Experiment 1: Study the human’s and robot’s behavior in human-
robot interaction
The Experiment 1 was conducted to study the human’s and robot’s behavior in human-
robot interaction. Humans’ behavior were studied in behavioral metrics in transient and
steady state such as RT, N, SSV, and SSE. These results would give an idea as to how
humans’ behavior depends on the robot arm actions and how the robot’s arm action depends
on human movements when the same controller is used to generate the tug perturbation
from leftward/rightward directions. Moreover, humans’ model order and reactive/predictive
nature of following in human-robot interaction are presented. Furthermore, stability of the
controller is presented. Experiment 1 was conducted with naive/trained subjects.
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Fig. 5.4 Human-robot interactions: Human’s movements angle (φ ) was fed to calculate
the robot’s next arm action (θ ) in horizontal plane by using guider’s third order predictive
control policy derived from human demonstration experiments.
5.2.3.1 Experimental protocol
In the first experiment, the subjects were given the Oldfield 1971 handedness questionnaire
[97] to avoid adding ambidextrous in to the analysis. Eight (4-male, 4-female) naive and 12
(7-male, 5-female) trained right-handed subjects participated in the experiment after giving
informed consent (please refer annex 1). They were healthy and in the age group of 21 -
30 years. Visual feedback to the subject was cut off by blindfolding, while the auditory
feedback was cut off by playing a sound track of less than 70 dB (For example noise in a
cocktail party).
5.2.3.2 Experimental procedure
In any given trial, the blindfolded subjects started to move from their home position. The
subjects were instructed to move proportionally to the signal direction of the perturbation. In
addition to that, they were asked not to manipulate any force. When the subjects perceived
















Fig. 5.5 Subject’s training phase: Blindfolded subjects move from the initial posi-
tion (home) to the desired positions A, B, C, D, E, and F for the desired angles
+10◦,+20◦,+30◦,−10◦,−20◦,and−30◦.
the tug perturbation, they were asked to make a voluntary movement in the direction of
the perturbation. The generated tug was used to perturb the subject’s most dominant arm
in three magnitudes in right (−25◦, −45◦, and −65◦) and left (+25◦, +45◦, and +65◦)
directions from the subject’s home.
Once the trial was started, the encoder mounted on top of the motor shaft axis as shown
in Fig. 5.3 read instantaneous error of the blindfolded subject’s position relation to the
desired angle (φ ). The closed loop the guider’s control policy in equation 3.2 computed
a desired tug force (θ ) in real time as shown in Fig. 5.4. The mechanism of the planar
1-DoF robotic arm is to generate discrete tugs. Withing a single trial (90s time interval), 23
tugs were generated. Subjects continuously moved as long as they felt the tug perturbation
towards the target angular position. The current tug force is not considered to generate the
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next tug perturbation. The subjects’ current position is only considered to generate next
tug perturbation. The encoder is attached to the wrist belt of the subject as shown in Fig.
5.3 to measure the subjects’ current angular displacement. Then the encoder reading feeds
to the equation 3.2 to compute the next tug perturbation. For a given desired angle, same
trial was repeated three times. As a result, each subject performed eighteen trials during
the experiment. Subjects were given a five minutes break after every six trials to minimize
fatigue.
5.2.4 Experiment 2: Study humans’ arm muscle spontaneous responses
immediately after the arm’s perturbation
The Experiment 2 was conducted to study humans’ arm muscle responses when the human’s
arm is perturbed from leftward/rightward directions. For simplicity, −45◦ and +45◦ were
taken as the desired angular positions and the subject’s most dominant arm was perturbed
by a single tug perturbation to study arm muscles recruitment immediately after the arm
perturbation. Five trials were recorded for each desired angles. Five naive subjects (2-male,
3-female) and ten (6-male, 4-female) trained subjects participated the experiments.
Surface EMGs were recorded by using the EMG (Noraxon, USA) sensors from the
following muscles of the blindfolded subject’s most dominant arm: Anterior Deltoid(AD),
Posterior Deltoid (PD), Biceps (Bc), Median Triceps (MT), Brachioradialis (Br), Flexor
Carpi Radialis (FCR), Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU), and Extensor Carpi Radialis (ECR).
Before attaching EMG electrodes, the skin was cleaned with alcohol. The electrodes were
2 mm in diameter and 12 mm apart. EMG records were carefully monitored for stimulus




It is important to understand robot’s and human’s behaviors when human’s arm is perturbed
in leftward/rightward directions to bring them to desired angular positions in human-robot
interactions. Therefore, results on robot’s interaction with naive and trained subjects are pre-
sented. Moreover, naive/trained subjects’ muscle activation immediately after the perturbed
arm and the stability of the implemented controller are discussed.
5.3.1 Naive subjects-robot interactions
First, interactions between robot-naive subjects are described. Since the human-robot inter-
action is a closed loop as shown in Fig. 5.4, a two-way ANOVA (α = 0.05) analysis was
conducted to test how actions of human and robot depend on variables such as direction
of robot and human. The first 20% of raw data (transient state) were considered. The re-
sults show that human’s action depends on robot’s direction (F(1,30) = 11.89, p = 0.001)
and human’s direction (F(1,30) = 132.26, p = 0). The ANOVA test results confirm that
human’s and robot’s actions depend on each other when robot interacts with naive subjects.
Behaviors, perceptions, and symmetry/asymmetry would give an idea as to how robot
and human interact in guiding. Therefore, human’s and robot’s behaviors are presented to
understand the interaction, perception, and symmetry/asymmetry in moving leftward/rightward
directions when robot interacts with naive subjects.
5.3.1.1 Naive subjects’ behavior
The naive subjects’ behavioral metrics such RT, N, SSV, and SSE are presented to under-
stand how they behave when the arm is perturbed from leftward/rightward directions.
Transient response behavioral metrics, RT and N are shown in Fig. 5.6. The RT was
calculated for six desired angles (−65◦, −45◦, −25◦, +25◦, +45◦, and +65◦). In this
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A
B
Fig. 5.6 The behavioral metrics for naive subjects in transient response: A) Rise time (RT):
Average rise time distribution across the naive subjects in number of commands for reaching
desired angles−65◦,−45◦,−25◦, +25◦, +45◦, and +65◦, and B) Model order (N): Average
model order distribution for naive subjects for reaching six desired angles.
regard, the RT is considered as measured number of commands to reach from 10% to 90%
of the desired angles. The results of rise time for reaching different desired angles are
shown in Fig. 5.6A. The standard error across all subjects are shown by an error bar. Here,
the average value is taken of last 5 recordings as a final value to calculate the rise time.
Moreover, the order of the best fit polynomial gives an idea of the transient response of the
controller. Here, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used to find the best fit order of the
polynomials [98]. To understand the optimal order of the polynomial, the average model
order across the all subjects is shown in Fig. 5.6B for reaching six desired angles.
Moreover, behavioral metrics in Fig. 5.6 was used to test whether any significance
difference in moving leftward/rightward directions in RT, and N as shown in Table 5.1. The
Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05) was conducted to test the significance. Asymmetry is
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noticed in N in moving leftward/rightward when the desired angle is 45◦.
Table 5.1 The significance test results in behavioral metrics for naive subjects in transient
responses
Desired angular position
in leftward/rightward directions 25
◦ 45◦ 65◦
RT p = 0.99 p = 0.11 p = 0.29
N p = 0.80 p = 0.04∗ p = 0.40
Next, steady state variability (SSV), and steady state error (SSE) are presented to un-
derstand naive subjects’ behaviors in steady state in reaching six desired angles in left-
ward/rightward directions.
It would be interesting to test how the subjects can understand the arm perturbation
given by the robotic arm to settle down at the desired target point. Therefore, the last 10%
of experimental recordings of the instantaneous error of the subject’s position relative to
the desired angle/target point (φ ) is taken for steady state analysis. Fig. 5.7A shows the
distribution of the average steady state response across all subjects in reaching six desired
angles. Moreover, for a stable controller, steady responses as close as possible to the de-
sired angular position is essential. Therefore, steady state error is presented in reaching six
desired angular positions in leftward/rightward directions as shown in Fig. 5.7B.
Again, behavioral metrics in Fig. 5.7 were used to test whether there is any significance
in moving leftward/rightward directions in SSV, and SSE in naive subjects as shown in
Table 5.2. Asymmetry is again noticed in SSV in moving leftward/rightward when the
desired angles are 45◦, and 65◦ as shown in Table 5.2. Here again significance was tested
by Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05).
It would be interesting to test the human followers’ predictive/reactive nature and the
model order during the following as observed in human demonstration experiments in Chap-
ter 3. Following the same method described in Chapter 3, it was found that on average naive
subjects give more emphasis on a 2nd order reactive model as noticed in follower’s behav-
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Fig. 5.7 The behavioral metrics in steady state for naive subjects: A) Steady state variability
(SSV): Average steady state variability for reaching six desired angles−65◦, −45◦, −25◦,
+25◦, +45◦, and +65◦, and B) Steady state error (SSE): Average steady state error distri-
bution across the naive subjects for reaching the six desired angles.
Table 5.2 The significance test results in behavioral metrics for naive subjects in steady state
responses
Desired angular position
in leftward/rightward directions 25
◦ 45◦ 65◦
SSV p = 0.79 p = 0.01∗ p = 0.03∗
SSE p = 0.58 p = 0.24 p = 0.48
iors in human demonstration experiments in Chapter 3 (Note that only transient data were
taken for the analysis).
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5.3.2 Possible causes of asymmetry in naive subjects’ behavioral met-
rics
5.3.2.1 Robot’s behavior
An asymmetry was noticed in the behavioral metrics of naive subjects’- N in transient and
SSV in steady state responses. Naive subject’s action depends on motor direction as no-
ticed in ANOVA test results. However, the asymmetry in behavioral metrics in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2 might come from the behavior of the robot in generating perturbation force
in leftward/rightward directions differently. To test that, robot behavior in generation action
perturbation in leftward and rightward directions is presented in Fig. 5.8A and Fig. 5.8B
respectively. To test whether there is any significance difference generating tug perturbation
from leftward/rightward directions, Here also Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05) was con-
ducted between Fig. 5.8A and Fig. 5.8B. It was found that leftward/rightward robotic arm
actions are not significantly different (p = 0.112). This confirms that robot’s arm actions
are not significantly different in leftward/rightward directions.
A B
Fig. 5.8 Robot’s behavior in leftward/rightward directions: A) The probability distribution
in robot’s leftward movements, and B) The probability distribution in robot’s rightward
movements.
The naive subjects’ behavior metrics show asymmetry in leftward/rightward movements
in some behavioral metrics in transient and steady state as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2
respectively. However, when the robot interacts with naive subjects, the robot’s arm action in
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leftward/rightward directions are not significantly different. The significance in behavioral
metrics might come from the way naive subjects perceive the arm perturbation. Therefore,
spontaneous muscle response of naive subjects immediately after the arm perturbation is
presented.
5.3.2.2 Naive subjects’ spontaneous muscle response
A B
Fig. 5.9 Arm muscle anatomy: A) The muscle is connected to the bond via tendon, and B)
Muscle spindle is embedded with muscle fibers. Adapted by [99], [100].
Proprioceptors are the sensors that provide information about joint angle, muscle length
and muscle tension. Proprioceptive sensor stimulation in the muscles depends on how mus-
cles are spontaneously recruited in response to leftward/rightward perturbations. In Fig.5.9
shows how proprioceptive sensor is embedded in the muscle. Moreover, in Fig.5.9A shows
how a muscle is connected to the bone via tendon. A tendon is a tough band of fibrous
connective tissues that connects muscle to bone [101]. Muscle spindles are embedded with
muscle fibers as shown in Fig.5.9B. They are sensory receptors that preliminary detects
changes in the length of the muscles.
When the arm is perturbed the muscle lengthens and muscle spindle is stretched. This
contraction in muscle tension provides different degrees of pull on the tendon. Therefore,
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arm muscles’ spontaneous responses was tested in EMG in Experiment 2 immediately after
the arm perturbation. Note that, in Experiment 2, the naive subject’s most dominant arm
was perturbed by a single tug to test the muscle recruitment immediately after the given tug
for reaching +45◦ and −45◦ as shown in Fig. 5.10A.
EMG is a non-invasive method to quantify the relationship between a specific movement
and the activation of the underlying muscle groups [102]. Therefore, the EMG signals in
arm flexion/extension were studied in moving leftward/rightward directions as shown in
Fig. 5.10A. Fig. 5.10B shows the average normalized rectified raw EMG recording across
the arm muscles of Anterior Deltoid (AD), Posterior Deltoid (PD), Biceps (Bc), Median
Triceps (MT), Brachioradialis (Br), Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Extensor Carpi Ulnaris
(ECU), and Extensor Carpi Radialis (ECR) in anti clock wise direction across all subjects.
Butterworth filter (MATLAB 2012b) was used for subtracting noise from low magnitude
surface EMG [103]. The spontaneous muscle response in extension and flexion of the arm
is shown by blue and brown colors. Moreover, standard errors are shown by red and black
colors for the arm’s flexion and extension respectively.
First, the raw EMG data were normalized to test individual muscle activation patterns
as shown in Fig. 5.10B. Fig. 5.10B shows that different muscles are contracted differently.
Moreover, it is noticed that antagonist muscle co-contraction as shown in Fig. 5.10B in
anterior and posterior arm pairs. For example Anterior and Posterior Deltoids pair. The
Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05) was conducted between arm flexion and extension to test
any significance difference in muscle activation in Fig. 5.10B in leftward/rightward arm
perturbations. There is no significance difference in arm flexion and extension (p = 0.95)
in normalized muscle activation in Fig. 5.10B. However, for more clarity, the total number
of peaks occurred during the arm action was studied that seems to be consisted with other
research [104] that focused on EMG peaks to study limb patterns during the multi-joint
movements.
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Fig. 5.10 Right-handed naive subjects’ muscle recruitment patterns of perturbed arm: A)
The right-handed naive subject’s arm flexion/extention in leftward/rightward movements,
B) The normalized rectified raw muscle activation of EMG recordings for naive subjects’
arm flexion/extension in rightward/leftward movements respectively, and C) The total num-
ber of peaks occurred in EMG recordings across all naive subjects of muscles: The extension
and flexion of the arm are shown by blue and brown colors respectively. The standard er-
ror for extension and flexion are shown by black and red. The arm muscles were chosen
as Anterior Deltoid(AD), Posterior Deltoid (PD), Biceps (Bc), Median Triceps (MT), Bra-
chioradialis (Br), Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU), and Extensor
Carpi Radialis (ECR).
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The average number of peaks occurred in EMG recording across the all subjects is shown
in Fig. 5.10C in leftward/rightward movements. In general, the total number of peaks oc-
curred in EMG is less for flexion as shown in Fig. 5.10C. However, significance was noticed
between flexion and extension (p = 0.00015). The results show that when the arm is per-
turbed from leftward/rightward directions, muscle activation is significantly different. This
suggests that the muscles contracted differently depending on leftward/rightward pertur-
bations. This could occur as a result of spontaneous reaction reflection. Because as the
result of embodiment perception of the muscles [105], [106], naive subjects could perceive
leftward/rightward perturbations differently.
The multiple sensors from different muscles in the arm give perceptions of angle, speed
and force and this could be affected to naive subjects the way they perceive the arm perturba-
tion differently. That might be the fact that naive subjects behave differently as noticed some
behavioral metrics in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 in leftward/rightward movements. The other
possible facts for asymmetry in behavioral metrics could be any asymmetry of the robotic
command in leftward/rightward directions. However, robot’s arm commands distribution
in leftward rightward directions in transient responses in Fig. 5.8 shows that symmetry
in leftward/rightward directions. It would be interesting to train subjects to test whether
there is any significant different in perception and behavior after the calibration. Therefore,
the same Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were repeated with trained subjects (please refer
subjects’ training phase in materials and methods section) to test any difference after the
training process.
5.3.3 Trained subjects-robot interactions
The robot-trained subjects interaction is presented to test any asymmetry in behavioral met-
rics and muscle recruitment as noticed in naive subjects. Moreover, it would be interesting
to test whether any asymmetry in robot’s behavior in leftward/rightward in arm actions after
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Desired angular positions [degrees]
Naive subjects Trained subjects
Fig. 5.11 The steady state error for the naive and the trained subjects: The standard error is
shown by error bars.
the calibration. First, two-way ANOVA test (α = 0.05) was conducted again to test how
trained subjects’ and robot’s actions depend on other variables such as robot’s direction,
and human’s direction. The first 20% of transient state human’s and robot’s actions and
directions were considered. The results again show that trained subjects’ action depends
on robot’s direction (F(1,30) = 6.28, p = 0.01) and human’s direction (F(1,30) = 155.99,
p = 0) as noticed in robot-naive subjects interaction experiments.
First, the naive and the trained subjects are compared as shown in Fig. 5.11 to test
any improvement after the training. Fig. 5.11 shows the variability and the error of reaching
desired angles for naive and trained subjects in steady state for 8 naive subjects and 8 trained
subjects. Moreover, the percentage of reduction of variability in naive and trained subjects
in reaching desired angular positions are shown in Table 6.6. The trained subjects were able
to minimize the reaching error by a reasonable percentage for all desired angular position
as shown in Table 6.6 comparatively with naive subjects. Therefore, it is interested to test
again robot’s behavior, trained subjects behavior, and muscle activation.
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Fig. 5.12 The behavioral metrics in transient responses for trained subjects: A) Rise time
(RT): Average rise time distribution across the trained subjects in number of commands for
reaching−65◦,−45◦,−25◦, +25◦, +45◦, and +65◦ six desired angles, and B) Model order
(N): Average model order distribution for trained subjects for reaching six desired angles.
5.3.3.1 Trained subjects’ behavior
Trained 12 subjects’ behavioral metrics are presented to understand behavior in moving
leftward/rightward directions. First transient response behavioral metrics, RT and N are
presented as shown in Fig. 5.4. Moreover, Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05) was conducted
to test whether any asymmetry in behavioral metrics as noticed in N, and SSV in naive
subjects. Interestingly, the significance test results in Table 5.4 shows that none of the
behavioral metrics in transient response is not significantly different for trained subjects.
Next the behavioral metrics for steady state was considered for trained subjects. Behav-
ioral metrics SSV and SSE are shown in Fig. 5.13. Again Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05)
was conducted to test any asymmetry in leftward/rightward movements in steady state. The
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Table 5.4 The significance test results in behavioral metrics for trained subjects in transient
responses
Desired angular position
in leftward/rightward directions 25
◦ 45◦ 65◦
RT p = 0.22 p = 0.60 p = 0.85
N p = 0.70 p = 0.59 p = 0.13
significance test results in Table 5.5 show that again none of the behavioral metrics in steady
state is significantly different. The significance test results in human behavioral metrics in
Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 show that trained subjects’ movements in leftward/rightward direc-
tions are not significantly different in transient or steady state as noticed in some behavioral
metrics for naive subjects. The symmetry in behavioral metrics in trained subjects might
come from the way robot interacts with trained subjects. To test the possible causes of sym-
metry in behavioral metrics in trained subjects again robot’s behavior and trained subjects’
arm muscle activation are presented.
Table 5.5 The significance test results in behavioral metrics for trained subjects in steady
state responses
Desired angular position
in leftward/rightward directions 25
◦ 45◦ 65◦
SSV p = 0.12 p = 0.21 p = 0.90
SSE p = 0.21 p = 0.28 p = 0.12
Moreover, following the same method in Chapter 3, trained subject’s model order and
reactive/predictive nature were tested. Interestingly, it was found that on average trained
subjects give more emphasis on 2nd order predictive model after the training. However,
human demonstration experiments in Chapter 3 was conducted with naive subjects. The




















Fig. 5.13 The behavioral metrics in steady state for trained subjects: Steady state variability
(SSV): Average steady state variability distribution across the trained subjects for reaching
−65◦, −45◦, −25◦, +25◦, +45◦, and +65◦ six desired angles, and B) Steady state error
(SSE): Average steady state error distribution across the trained subjects for reaching−65◦,
−45◦, −25◦, +25◦, +45◦, and +65◦ six desired angles
5.3.4 Possible causes of symmetry in trained subjects’ behavioral met-
rics
5.3.4.1 Robot’s behavior
The robot’s behavior is shown in Fig. 5.14 when robot interacts with trained subjects. To
test any difference in robotic arm movement in leftward/rightward directions for trained sub-
jects, again Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05) was conducted between leftward movements
in Fig. 5.14A and rightward movements in Fig. 5.14B. Interestingly there is no signifi-
cance in leftward/rightward movements in robot’s behavior (p = 0.22). After the training,
the robot or the human leftward/rightward movements are not significantly different. That
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might come from predictive model nature of trained subjects or trained subjects perceive
differently after the calibration. Therefore, it would be interesting to test again arm muscle
contribution immediately after the arm perturbation for trained subjects.
A B
Fig. 5.14 Robot’s behavior when it interacts with trained subjects: A) The probability distri-
bution in robot’s leftward movements, and B) The probability distribution in robot’s right-
ward movements.
5.3.4.2 Trained subjects’ spontaneous muscle responses
Trained subjects’ spontaneous muscle responses immediately after the tug perturbation are
shown in Fig. 5.15. It is important to test any significance difference in muscle recruitment
in moving leftward/rightward as noticed in naive subjects in Fig. 5.10C. The Mann-Whitney
U test (α = 0.05) was conducted to test any significance difference in arm extension and
flexion. Interestingly, significance test results show that the arm’s flexion and extension
is significantly different (p = 0.002) for trained subjects as noticed in naive subjects. The
results show that even though trained subjects perceive differently in leftward/rightward
perturbations, their behavioral metrics are symmetric in leftward/rightward movements as
shown in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5. This might come from there is an internal model in the




























Fig. 5.15 Trained subjects’ muscle recruitment patterns: The total number of peaks occurred
immediately after the perturbation in EMG recordings across all the trained subjects: The
extension and flexion of the arm are shown by blue and brown colors respectively. The
standard error for extension and flexion are shown by black and red. The arm muscles
were chosen as Anterior Deltoid(AD), Posterior Deltoid (PD), Biceps (Bc), Median Triceps
(MT), Brachioradialis (Br), Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU),
and Extensor Carpi Radialis (ECR).
5.4 Discussion
This chapter presents robot’s and humans’ behavior when guider’s control policy identified
from human demonstration experiments was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm.
Experiments were carried out with naive and trained subjects to test any behavioral changes
in the duo after training.
First considering the stability of the implemented controller, the behavioral metrics in
RT show that naive/trained subjects can settle down in the desired angular positions in a
reasonable time. For example, subjects reach to their rise time on average number of com-
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mands 8 for naive subjects as shown in Fig. 5.6A and 7 for trained subjects as shown in Fig.
5.4A out of 23 commands during the trial. Moreover, the low model order in behavioral
metrics N confirms less oscillation in settling down. For example the average model order
across the subjects is 2 for both naive and trained subjects. Furthermore, the low variability
in steady state again in trained subjects confirms the stability of the controller. Those results
confirm that implemented guider’s control policy is stable.
It is noticed that naive subjects move differently when their arm is perturbed from left-
ward/rightward directions as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 in some behavioral metrics
such as N and SSV. However, robot’s behavior is symmetric in leftward/rightward arm com-
mands. Again it was found that on average naive subjects give more emphasis on a 2nd
order reactive model as noticed in human demonstration experiment in Chapter 3. More-
over, naive subjects arm spontaneous muscle response immediately after the perturbation is
significantly different when the arm is perturbed in leftward/rightward directions. However,
when subjects were trained, none of the behavioral metrics or robot’s behavior is signifi-
cantly different in moving leftward/rightward directions as noticed in some naive behavioral
metrics. Interestingly, the reactive behavior in naive subjects was changed to predictive be-
havior after the training while the order remained the same.
Humans’ current movement is a combination of the way of perceiving the perturbation
and the human action. Naive and trained subjects spontaneous muscle response in response
to leftward/rightward perturbation given by the robot show that proprioceptive sensors in
the muscles are contracted differently when the arm is perturbed from leftward/rightward
directions. Even though humans perceive the muscle contraction differently from left-
ward/rightward directions as noticed in spontaneous muscle response in naive and trained
subjects, the humans’ behavior can change after training as noticed in trained subjects’ be-
havioral metrics. Therefore, one of the possible reasons of symmetry in the behavioral
metrics in trained subjects might come from any internal model in the brain to compensate
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their perception differently after the training. That could change their behavior to predictive
nature. Therefore, trained subjects might predict the next action to make a current move-
ment in order to move desired direction accurately. Moreover, when humans are trained
they might be able to move more passively as noticed in predictive nature.
Sensor morphology, perception and the interaction with the environment provide an
alternative avenue for tackling the challenges faced by robotics in embodiment perceptions
[105]. The experiments with naive and trained subjects show that how humans perceive the
same perturbation differently depending on the direction and how the training could effect
them to move symmetrically. Therefore, these spontaneous reactions of the humans give an
insight as to some fact to take into account in designing guidelines how to train humans to
follow a guiding robot when the human is guided via a hard rein in low visibility conditions.
CHAPTER 6
WEARABLE HAPTIC BASED PATTERN FEEDBACK SLEEVE
Abstract
This chapter presents how humans trained in primitive haptic patterns given using a wear-
able sleeve, can recognize their shifts and linear combinations. The wearable sleeve con-
sisted of 7 vibroactuators to stimulate subject’s forearm to convey the primitive patterns.
The used primitive haptic patterns are the Gaussian template (T), shifted right (R), shifted
left (L), half Gaussian (H), and shrink (S) hereafter denoted by templates. The results of
this chapter would give an idea as to how humans mentally construct the cutaneous feed-
back in different scenarios such as shifting and scaling with respect to trained patterns, how
they recognize all trained patterns when played randomly, and how they can recognize linear
combination of primitive patterns. Moreover, the results would be used to convey a message
to the human to give an idea of the shape and stiffness of obstacles that come into contact
with the robot during guiding in low visibility conditions in future.
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6.1 Introduction
Haptics would be the best way to convey messages in critical tasks to provide spatial in-
formation [107]. Some of the studies demonstrated that haptic perceptions can be used to
assist humans in navigation in unfamiliar environments [108], [109]. Therefore, it is im-
portant to understand how humans perceive haptic feedback patterns to convey messages
during guiding like in indoor fire-fighting. Therefore, this chapter presents how humans
recognize primitive vibroactuator array patterns given in a sleeve worn in the forearm when
the patterns are shifted, scaled and linearly combined.
Mechanoreceptors on the skin respond to mechanical pressure or distortion. There are
four main types of mechanoreceptors in glabrous skin: Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner’s
corpuscles, Merkel’s discs, and Ruffini endings as shown in Fig. 6.1. However, Pacinian
corpuscles are sensitive for mechanical vibration [69]. Pacinian corpuscles have a threshold
frequency that a vibration stimulus must overcome in order to trigger a signal to the brain
[110]. A perceptible frequency range of humans was found in [69] from 20-400 Hz. There-
fore, the maximum frequency was chosen 400 Hz in the vibroactuator haptic sleeve array.
If a vibration is not strong enough to cause the Pacinian corpuscle to reach this threshold,
the brain would not be able to sense the vibration.
There have been many studies on using vibroactuators for different purposes in navi-
gation. For example, the study in [74] presented an active belt which is a wearable tactile
display that can transmit directional information in combination with GPS directional sen-
sor and vibration motor. Another research on cooperative human robot haptic navigation
in [84], used a wrist belt with vibro-tactile sensors to guide a human to a target location.
Moreover, haptic feedback was used to navigate people by using a mobile phone in [75].
Furthermore, vibro-tactile way-point navigation was presented in [81] in pedestrian naviga-
tion.
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skin. This skin is best suited for the display for a number of reasons. The choice of hairy skin
for our tactile display will be discussed later in the section on placement.
Figure 1. Cross-section of the human skin. [Schiffman]
There are 7 known nerves in human skin. These nerves lie in the cutaneous and sub
cutaneous layers. These nerves have different shapes and sizes; they function to sense
different kinds of touch. Corpuscles are bundles of nerves, and appear something like a
jumble of string; where as free nerve endings are stretched out.  The skin nerves are named
Meissners corpuscles, Pancinian corpuscles, Rufini endings, Krause endings and Merkels
complex. The skin’s epidermis is also littered with free nerve endings. Hairy areas of skin
also use displacement of hairs for perception.
Fig. 6.1 Cross section of the skin adapted from [69].
Studies conducted on variability of haptic perception found out that the perception de-
pends on vibrotatile location on the body [76], the area of contractor [73], [111], frequency
[69], and duration of vibration [76]. Therefore, in addition to the frequency, identification
of the sensitive location, and the duration of stimuli are important to design a vibroactuator
haptic sleeve.
6.1.1 Localization of the vibroactuators
It is noted that in [76] when subjects were asked to identify the location of vibro-tatctile
stimulation, the accuracy was only 53%. Since the localization accuracy is low, it is impor-
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tant to study how humans would generalize haptic feedback patterns to a given set of discrete
locations of the skin, because an attempt of generalization may change the level of error at
individual locations. Moreover, it has been found that the level of accuracy can be improved
when the vibro-tactile sensors are mounted on the forearm or back [86], [111]. Therefore,
vibro-tactile sensors were mounted on the forearm during the experiments. Moreover, the
two point resolution varies across the body as shown in Fig. 6.2 [69]. For example two
point resolution for the forearm is more than 35mm. Therefore, wearable haptic based pat-
tern feedback sleeve with vibroactuators was designed to make a gap of 70mm between two
vibroactuators to avoid unnecessary ambidextrous cross talks.
6.1.2 Importance of the duration of stimuli
The study in [112] argued that if the tactile stimulus increases from 80 to 320 ms, the
ability of patterns identification is also improved. However, people prefer that the stimulus
is between 50 and 200 ms and they feel longer durations are perceived to be annoying [113].
The study in [69] experienced that shorter length of time vibrating reduces the adaptation.
Therefore, duration of the experimental trials are limited to 100 - 150 ms.
6.1.3 The questions answered in wearable haptic based pattern feed-
back sleeve experiments
1. How humans generalize a Gaussian pattern in scaling and shifting
2. How humans can recognize trained haptic feedback patterns when they are presented
in a random order
3. How humans can recognize random linear combinations of trained primitive patterns
given by a set of discrete vibroactuators on the forearm
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Two-point resolution varies across the
body and the skin type. On the hairy skin
of the back resolution is roughly 39mm –
nearly two inches while in the glabrous
skin on the fingertips it is less than1mm.
Some other notable areas are, the
forehead at 15mm, forearm is 35mm, and
the calf 45mm. The diagram shows the
resolution of perceptibility across the
body.  This information should be used for
spacing the tactors across the body. If two
tactors are any closer than the
dimensions listed – they won’t be
perceptible as two separate tactors.
Another way to test the perceptual
abilities of nerves in the skin is in
understanding vibration frequency
ranges. Vibration ranges are directly
connected to the nerves themselves, not
their density. A perceptible range by
humans is 20 – 400 Hz;
Figure 2. Map of two-point discrimination.
Maximum sensitivity is achieved around 200-250. Different nerves in different places have
different sensitivity – optimized for sensing specific things. Also the thickness of the skin
and the depth in the dermis the vibration sensing nerves has impact on where vibration will
work best. This information can be used for determining the ideal vibration frequency for
vibro-tactile display.
Adaptation is an important consideration for tactile display. Adaptation to the stimulus over
time will occur for any stimulus. In the case of vibro-tactile display, it is recommended that
frequencies vary between those over 100 Hz and those under 100 Hz, as if the nerves system
Fig. 6.2 Map of two point discrimination of the human body adapted from [69].
6.2 Materials and Method
6.2.1 Experimental setup
Pico Vibe 10 mm vibration motor - 3mm type (Precision Micro-drives) in Fig. 6.3A was
used to make wearable haptic based patt rn feedback system as shown in Fig. 6.3B. There
are 7 Pico Vibe 10 mm vibroactuators array arranged in equal distance as shown in Fig.
6.3B. The 7 Pico Vibe 10 mm vibroactuators are attached to the seven belts which can be
adjusted with the size of the human arm as shown in Fig. 6.4A. The different intensities for
the vibrators are generated by Arduino Mega motherboard and the amplitude is modulated
by a simple power amplifier circuit as shown in Fig. 6.4B.
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Fig. 6.3 Pico Vibe 10 mm vibroactuator
6.2.2 Experiment 1: How humans generalize a Gaussian pattern in
scaling and shifting
Ten healthy subjects (6 - male, 4 - female) age between 24 to 39 participated in the Ex-
periment 1. The Experiment 1 was conducted to test how humans generalize a primitive
template pattern (T) with respect to scaling and shifting. The shifting was done by left shift
(L) and right shift (R), not up or down and scaling was done by shrinking (S), and half in
magnitude (H).
The intensities for the template (T) were generated from Gaussian curve membership
function (gaussmf) in MATLAB R2012b. The T, R, L, S, and H are implemented as shown
in Table 6.1. Moreover, for clarity the all templates patterns are shown in Fig. 6.6.
Table 6.1 Intensity table for different templates
Intensities (Hz): Vib. 1 Vib. 2 Vib. 3 Vib. 4 Vib. 5 Vib. 6 Vib. 7
T 103.33 140.60 281.96 400.00 281.96 140.60 103.33
R 100.00 100.10 103.33 140.60 281.96 400.00 281.96
L 281.96 400.00 281.96 140.60 103.33 100.10 100.00
S 100.00 100.10 140.60 400.00 140.60 100.10 100.00
H 51.66 70.30 140.98 200 140.98 70.30 51.66
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Fig. 6.4 Hardware design for wearable haptic sleeve: A) A wearable haptic sleeve with 7
Pico Vibe 10 mm vibration motor, and B) Arduino Mega motherboard and power amplifier
circuit to generate different intensity patterns.
6.2.2.1 Experimental procedure
Subjects wore the haptic based pattern feedback sleeve as shown in Fig. 6.5A. Subjects were
asked to keep the arm stretched during the experiments. The intensity patterns were selected
as shown in Fig. 6.6 to generate different stimulation patterns. Single trial ran average
10 to 15 seconds. During the first five trials, the template (T) in Fig. 6.6A was played.
Before playing each template, subjects were shown the printed template. The subjects were
explained the defined area for drawing on the ipad screen as shown in Fig. 6.5A. Subjects
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were asked to draw a smooth curve representing what they perceive on an ipad sketching
app (Draw free app (Apple Inc)) after each trial as shown in Fig. 6.5B. A drawing area on
the ipad was clearly demarcated to match the size of the printed template as shown in Fig.
6.5A. After first five training trials, L, R, S, and H patterns were played randomly. Whenever
the template T was played, it was shown prior to the trial and subjects drew what they felt
during the trial. Pattern T repeated four times like in a block. Likewise four blocks of
templates were played during the experiments after first five trials. The rest of four intensity
patterns (R, L, H, and S) played six times each during the experiment randomly. Therefore,
subjects participated in 45 trials during the experiments. For more clarity, The trial number
and respective played patterns are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Experiment 1: The pattern order in different trials
Pattern Trial nos:
T 1-5, 11-14, 20-23, 29-32, 38-41
R 6, 10, 18, 27, 33, 45
L 7, 17, 24, 35, 37, 44
S 9, 16, 26, 28, 34, 42
H 8, 15, 19, 25, 36, 43
6.2.3 Experiment 2: How humans can recognize trained haptic feed-
back patterns when they are presented in a random order
The second experiment was conducted to test how subjects recognize all trained haptic
feedback patterns when they are presented in a random order. Eight healthy subjects (6 -
male, 2 - female) aged 24 to 28 participated in the Experiment 2. Since the subjects were
not able to distinguish the pattern S from other patterns in Experiment 1, only patterns L, R,
H, and T were considered for the second experiment. During the second experiment, first
20 trials were designed to train the subjects to learn the patterns T, R, L, and H. Each pattern
was played 5 times. During that 20 trials, subjects were shown the printed out pattern before
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Fig. 6.5 An experimental trial: A) The subjects wears a wearable haptic sleeve with 7 Pico
Vibe 10 mm vibration motor. The defined drawing area is shown, and B) Subject’s drew
what they felt after the trial on an ipad (Draw free app (Apple Inc)).






Fig. 6.6 The templates: A) Gaussian Template. The patterns was generated by gaussmf
(MATLAB R2012b) with the standard deviation 1 for T, R, L, and H. The standard deviation
is 0.5 for S, B) Right shift from the T, C) Left shift from the T, D) Shrink from the T, and E)
Half intensity from the T.
the trial, next played the pattern, and finally asked them to draw what ever they felt on the
ipad by a smooth curve. After that training session, trained 4 patterns were played randomly.
Each primitive shape was played 5 times randomly. Therefore, subjects participated in 44
trials. For more clarity, the order of the trials are shown in Table 6.3. However, the order of
the patterns were counter balanced.
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Table 6.3 Experiment 2: The pattern order in different trials
Pattern Trial nos:
T 1-5, 21, 29, 32, 34, 38, 41
R 6-10, 23, 27, 31, 33, 39, 42
L 16-20, 22, 26, 28, 35, 37, 44
H 11-15, 24, 25, 30, 36, 40, 43
6.2.4 Experiment 3: How humans can recognize random linear com-
binations of trained primitive patterns given by a set of discrete
vibroactuators on the forearm
The Experiment 3 was designed to understand how humans recognize linear random combi-
nations of trained primitive patterns given by set of vibroactuators on the forearm. The same
group of subjects in Experiment 2 participated in to the Experiment 3. The patterns were
selected as linear combinations of T + L, T + R, and L + R as shown in Fig. 6.7A, Fig. 6.7B,
and Fig. 6.7C respectively. Moreover, the frequencies of the combined patterns are shown in
Table 6.4 and order of the played patterns are shown in Table 6.5. However, the frequencies
of combination of two primitive patterns were normalized to bring the maximum frequency
to 400Hz as shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Intensities table for combined primitive patterns
Intensities (Hz): Vib. 1 Vib. 2 Vib. 3 Vib. 4 Vib. 5 Vib. 6 Vib. 7
T+L 203.66 374.37 400.00 374.37 203.66 44.73 3.66
T+R 3.66 44.73 203.66 374.37 400.00 374.37 203.66
L+R 242.53 400.00 246.97 108.23 246.97 400.00 242.53
Table 6.5 Experiment 3: The pattern order in different trials
Pattern Trial nos:
T+L 1, 5, 7, 12, 15
T+R 3, 6, 8, 10, 14





Fig. 6.7 Linear combination of two primitive patterns: A) The combination of T + L, B) The
combination of T + R, and C) The combination of L + R.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Experiment 1
The human sketched raw data for the pattern T, L, R, S, and H in Experiment 1 are shown in
Fig. 6.8. The template patterns are shown by black dashed line. The human sketched data
in Fig. 6.8 were regressed by respective templates. The regression coefficients are shown
in Fig. 6.9 when the human sketched data were regressed with the respective templates in
Fig. 6.6 in Experiment 1. The results in Fig. 6.9A show that high correlationship between















Fig. 6.8 Experiment1: The human sketched data for pattern T, L, R, S, and H for all trials.
The templates are shown by black color.
the data and template only when the template T was played. Other intensity patterns show
relatively low regression coefficients values as shown in Fig. 6.9B. Moreover, it is noticed
that some regression values < 0. The low and negative regression coefficients and higher
variability values suggest that subjects were not able to scale and shift the pattern they are
trained in. This might come from the fact that the memory of the pattern T interferes with
subjects’ perception as shown in Fig. 6.8. For example, L and R in Fig. 6.8. For more
clarity, the data were regressed only with template T (shown in Fig. 6.6A) as shown in Fig.
6.10 (Note that Fig. 6.9B the regression was done actual pattern that was played).
Fig. 6.10 shows the improvement of the regression coefficients for the patterns when
the data are regressed with template T, with respect to Fig. 6.9B for pattern L and R. The
improvement of regression coefficient might come from the interference of trained pattern




Fig. 6.9 Experiment 1: Regression coefficients when human sketched data regressed with
respective templates in Fig. 6.6.
This again suggests interference of the trained pattern T in subject’s memory in shifting and
scaling as noticed in Fig. 6.8. Therefore, Experiment 2 was conducted to train not only the
template T but also all primitive patterns. For more clarity, Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05)
was conducted to test significance difference in regression coefficients in Fig. 6.9B and
Fig. 6.10 in all patterns (Since data were not normally distributed, non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U test was used to test the significance). It is shown that regression coefficients for
pattern R (p = 0.002), L (p = 0.002), and H (p = 0.055) are significantly low. However, it
was noted that the regression coefficients for pattern S (p = 0.132) was not improved. This
again suggests that the pattern S is statistically independent. Moreover, the raw data in Fig.
6.8 also show that subjects were not able to generalize the pattern S. Therefore, the pattern
S was dropped in Experiment 2.
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Fig. 6.10 Experiment 1: Regression coefficients when data are regressed only with template
T.






The human sketched raw data for the pattern T, L, R, and H in Experiment 2 are shown in
Fig. 6.11. The template patterns are shown by black dashed line. The human sketched data
in Fig. 6.11 were regressed by respective templates. The regression coefficients are shown
L T R
H









Fig. 6.11 Experiment 2: The human sketched data for pattern T, L, R, and H for all trials.
The templates are shown by black dashed line.
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Fig. 6.12 Experiment 2: Regression coefficients when data regressed with respective tem-
plate in Fig. 6.6.
in Fig. 6.12 when subjects were trained and tested in a random order for patterns T, H, L,
and R in Experiment 2. In general, in Fig. 6.12 all regression coefficients are improved
with respect to Fig. 6.9 for all primitive patterns. For clarity, trained subject’s percentage
improvement of regression coefficients with respect to untrained subjects in Experiment 1
is shown in Table 6.6. The regression coefficients of training session are higher for T and
H with respect to L and R as shown in Fig. 6.12. It implies that subjects have a better
ability to recognize scaled template than shifted ones. Moreover, it can be seen in humans’
sketched data in Fig. 6.11. However, the regression coefficients of L is improved across
the experimental trails. The results suggest that when subjects are trained for all primitive
patterns, they can recognize, scale and shift the patterns more accurately than Experiment
1. Therefore, those results shed light that humans can recognize trained primitive patterns
when vibroactuator array generates different stimulation on the forearm. Therefore, wear-
able haptic based pattern feedback sleeve would be used to convey the shape or stiffness
of the obstacle guiding a human in low visibility conditions in human-robot interactions.
Moreover, Experiment 3 was conducted to understand how humans recognize the combina-
tion of two trained primitive patterns.
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Fig. 6.13 Experiment 3: The human sketched data for pattern T+L, T+R, and L+R for all
trials. The templates are shown by black dashed line.
6.3.3 Experiment 3
The human sketched raw data for the pattern T+L, T+R, and L+R in Experiment 3 are shown
in Fig. 6.13. The templates are shown by black dashed line. The human sketched data in Fig.
6.11 were regressed by respective templates. The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Fig.
6.14 when the human sketched data were regressed with the respective templates in Fig. 6.7.
The regression coefficient values are higher for T+L and T+R as shown in Fig. 6.14. This
might come from the frequency values of T+L and T+R patterns as shown in Table 6.4. In
Table 6.4, five adjacent vibroactuators are in humans’ threshold frequency range ( Humans’
threshold frequency range is 200 to 400 Hz [69]). Humans were not able to recognize when
not enough vibroactuators fall within the most sensitive frequency range [69] as noticed in
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Fig. 6.14 Experiment 3: Regression coefficients when data regressed with respective tem-
plate in Fig. 6.4.
L+R. The low regression coefficients and higher variability values suggest that activating
sufficient adjacent vibroactuators together within the threshold frequency range is more
appropriate to convey spatial information. Moreover, humans might be able to recognize
uni model than bi model as shown in Fig. 6.13. These results suggest that vibroactuator
array is a good alternative to convey spatial information to the humans by activating more
vibroactuators simultaneously in low visibility conditions. Moreover, the other advantage
is that humans’ hands are free to explore the environment while wearing the vibroactuator
haptic sleeve in search and rescue in haptic based guiding.
6.3.4 Discussion
Cutaneous perception and haptics are used to enhance skill learning in many virtual envi-
ronments like Telesurgery [114]. A deeper understanding of how humans generalize and
combined trained primitive haptic patterns will help to design wearable haptic feedback
system to guide them in low visibility conditions. From Experiment 1, it can be concluded
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that the humans find it difficult to scale and shift the pattern they felt with respect to the
trained pattern. Even if they were able to scale or shift, the original pattern interferes with
the shifted and scaled patterns. Results in Experiment 2 show that trained humans’ regres-
sion coefficients are improved by 43.20%, 29.28%, and 45.88% for R, L, and H respectively.
Those improvements show that humans have a general ability to recognize trained patterns
even when they are played in a random order. Moreover, higher regression coefficients for
combined primitive patterns in Experiment 3 show that humans can recognize linear com-
binations of patterns T+L and T+R. In T+L and T+R, five adjacent vibroactuators are in
humans’ threshold frequency range ( Humans’ threshold frequency range is 200 to 400 Hz
[69]). Humans were not able to recognize when not enough vibroactuators fall within the
most sensitive frequency range [69] as noticed in L+R. Furthermore, these results show that
humans are able to shift and scale uni model than bi model. Furthermore, the results in Ex-
periment 3 show that humans can recognize, scale, and shift more accurately when enough
adjacent vibroactuators are activated in the threshold frequency range simultaneously.
The results of this chapter would give an idea as to how humans mentally construct the
cutaneous feedback in different scenarios such as shifting and scaling with respect to trained
patterns, recognize all trained patterns even if the patterns were played randomly, and lin-
early combine primitive patterns. The results explain how to use cutaneous feedback to the
blindfolded followers to help them mentally construct the shape and stiffness of obstacles
that come into contact with a guider robot. These spatial and temporal qualities of haptic
exploration can make the follower aware of a number of physical qualities of an obstacle
or environment conditions such as stiffness, force, and friction in guiding. The results give
guidelines to design haptic sleeve to guide humans in low visibility conditions.
CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Discussion and conclusions
Abstract
This chapter presents discussion, conclusions of this thesis and future research work. The
conclusions derived from identified guiding and following control policies in human demon-
stration experiments are discussed. Moreover, discussion and conclusions of follower’s
movements in response to tug forces generated by the guider modeled using a virtual damped
inertial model are presented. Furthermore, the conclusions made from human-robot interac-
tion experiments when the control policy identified from human guiders was implemented
on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to perturb the blindfolded subjects’ most dominant arm to
guide them to a desired position in leftward/rightward directions are discussed. Finally,
this chapter discusses the conclusions made from wearable haptic sleeve when humans are
trained to scale, shift, and linearly combine trained primitive patterns. Moreover, future
possible research directions of the study are discussed. The discussion, conclusions, and fu-
ture research directions will give an insight as to some fact to take into account in designing
guidelines when the human is guided by an intelligent agent via a hard rein in low visibility
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7.2 Summary of results
Haptic based guidance is a natural solution when a human has to work in low visibility con-
ditions like in indoor fire-fighting, disaster responders, and search and rescue. An intelligent
agent (man/machine) with full environment perceptual capabilities is an alternative to en-
hance navigation in such unfavorable environments. Since haptic communication is the least
affected mode of communication in such cases, the thesis’s approach is to understand how
to extract guiding/following control policies between the duo where one has environment
perception capabilities (An intelligent agent: man/machine) while the other one has limited
perceptions of the environment (impaired human) via a hard rein. The results would give an
insight into the computational structure of motor controllers used by human participants to
guide a blindfolded counterpart.
Chapter 2 presents the background and related work of human guidance when the vision
is impaired in different environments. None of the those studies focused on how to extract
guiding/following control policies to guide a human in low visibility conditions. This thesis
shows how to extract guiding/following control policies from human demonstration exper-
iments when a visually impaired human is guided by another human. Trust is one of the
most critical factors in urban search and rescue missions because it can impact the decisions
human make in uncertain conditions [55]. There have been some attempts to quantify the
trust of a human with limited perception of the environment [10], [48] in different environ-
mental conditions. However, this thesis not only quantifies the human trust but also models
it in real time. Moreover, the chapter discusses previous studies on proprioceptive and cu-
taneous feedback in haptic based guidance. However, this thesis contributed to understand
how proprioceptive and cutaneous feedback effectively used in haptic based guidance. The
more detailed discussion on each chapter is presented below.
Chapter 3 presents the salient features of an optimal state dependent control policy
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found in human participants to guide a person with limited visual and auditory perception
(follower) in low visibility conditions. If an intelligent agent (man/machine) is given the
task to guide such a follower using only a hard rein, the guiding agent should learn a con-
trol policy that can effectively manage the variability of follower’s behavior [94]. Human
demonstration experiments were conducted to understand how two human participants in-
teract with each other using haptic signals through a hard rein to achieve a path tracking
goal when one partner was cut off from auditory and visual feedback from the environment
(the follower), while the other (the person with environmental perception) gets full state
feedback of the follower to find variability of movement and uncertainty of the behavior.
Given the commonly used options to develop a control policy for a robot to guide a
human in a low visibility environment such as reinforcement based learning and learning
based on demonstrations, learning based on demonstrations was chosen to identify the pa-
rameters of an auto-regressive control policy in human demonstration experiments. It is
easy to understand the structure of the control policy. The identified controller can be tested
for optimality and stability using simple numerical simulations, before testing online using
a robotic hardware platform. The proposed control policy derived based on human-human
demonstrations is mainly intended to be used in a robot to guide people with good vision
working in low visibility environments like in indoor fire-fighting or in other disaster re-
sponse scenarios.
The predictive and reactive policies of the guider and the follower showed that the R2
values of the guider’s predictive and follower’s reactive behavioral policies increased over
trials. The Mann-Whitney U test results among different orders of auto-regressive policies
confirm that the guider’s policy is best approximated by a 3rd order predictive model while
the follower’s state transition policy is best approximated by a 2nd order reactive model.
Therefore, it is possible to state that the guider and the follower give more emphasis on
predictive and reactive models respectively. This also accords with previous findings which
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showed that subjects learn both predictive and reactive models during different movements
[115]. The different orders of the guider’s predictive (N = 3) and the follower reactive
(N = 2) policies suggest that in general, the guider depends on more historical information
to generate an action, while the follower depends on less. Therefore, interpretations as to
why the follower’s auto-regressive reactive policy is a 2nd one, whereas the guider’s auto-
regressive predictive policy in a 3rd or higher order is that a reactive behavior does not need
as many past states as in a predictive behavior to take action.
Variability is an indispensable feature in human behavior [116]. Therefore, variation
of polynomial coefficients of guider’s and follower’s control policies suggest the stochastic
human behavior in this particular task. These results are consistent with those of previous
studies on stochastic human behavior [117], [118], [116] in similar contexts.
Previous work has proved that the total muscle activation for a single task decreased
over their learning trials [119]. From the 2nd order best fit curve for the quadratic sum of
EMG J for all muscles for the guider, it was observed that J increases to a maximum around
the first half of the trials and then decreases in last half of the trials. This suggests that
effort optimization is a non-monotonic process. During the first half of the trials, subjects
may have given priority to order selection than optimization in the muscle activation space,
which is also reflected in the behavior of R2 values of the guider’s order selection. Once the
optimal order is selected, subjects exhibit monotonic optimization in the muscle activation
space with a corresponding increase of R2 values. However, the main observation on the
guider’s muscle activation gradually progresses from an initial muscle co-contraction based
command generation strategy to a low energy policy with minimum muscle co-contraction.
Therefore, this is in agreement with other studies that show a similar pattern of reduction
in muscle co-contraction when motor learning progresses [92], [93]. This phenomenon can
come from the fact that the guiding agent builds internal models [120] of hand and task
dynamics to guide the blindfolded follower.
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Previous studies on human trust on a guiding agent have shown that humans tend to
depend entirely on the guiding agent when they are in hazardous environments [10] until
sudden a change occurs [96]. This implies that the degree of compliance in a follower
should drop if the follower loses trust in the guiding agent.
Therefore, in Chapter 4, the follower was modeled as a virtual damped inertial system.
Then the virtual mass, virtual damping coefficients, and virtual stiffness were considered as
the variability of the follower’s impedance parameters at different turn angles. The studies
from the three types of paths, the blindfolded subjects who played the role of the follower
confirmed that their trust in following the guider was highest in the straight path and it
dropped in the other paths. Therefore, the trust was medium in the path with a 60◦ turn,
and least in that with a 90◦ turn. Experimental results of human subjects show that the
variability of the virtual damping coefficients correlates more with the complexity of the
path - reflecting the trust level of the follower - than that of the virtual mass or stiffness
coefficients. The results imply that the increased impedance comes from the drop in the
degree of voluntary following in the follower. It is more of pulling by the follower than an
increased pull by the guider.
When the follower’s movements in response to tug forces generated by the guider is
modeled using a virtual damped inertial model (virtual model because, followers move-
ments largely comes from voluntary forces than due to tug forces of the guider), the vari-
ability of the damping coefficient reliably reflects the variability of the follower’s trust in the
guider. These experimental insights to derive a novel controller that integrates an optimal
order control policy with a push/pull force modulator in response to the trust level of the
follower monitored using a time varying virtual damped inertial model.
Humans’ current movement is a combination of the way of perceiving the perturbation
and the human action. Therefore, Chapter 5 focuses on robot’s and humans’ behavior,
and humans’ perception when guider’s control policy identified from human demonstration
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experiments in Chapter 3 was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm. In this scenario,
humans’ behavioral metrics such as rise time (RT), best fit model order of the polynomial
fitted to the instantaneous error of the human’s position for a given desired angle (N), steady
state variability (SSV), and steady state error (SSE) are presented to discuss the human’s
interaction behavior with robot. The human-robot interaction experiments were conducted
with trained and naive subjects.
It was shown that the closed loop controller minimizes the error of following to bring the
subject into the desired angular positions. Moreover, less oscillation in model order N (on
average the model order = 2), low variability in steady state, and less number of commands
to reach its rise time confirm the stability of the controller.
Since the haptic perturbation was given in leftward/rightward directions, direction can
be a possible cause for behavior and perception in haptic based guidance in low visibility
conditions via a hard rein. Therefore, behavior of robot and human are presented in mov-
ing leftward/rightward directions. Robot’s leftward/rightward movements are symmetric
when the robot interacts with both naive/trained subjects. Transient and steady state re-
sponse behavioral metrics for naive subjects show asymmetry in moving leftward/rightward
directions in N and SSV. However, after the training, trained subjects were able to move
leftward/rightward directions symmetrically. Again it was found on average naive subjects
give more emphasis on 2nd order reactive model as noticed in human demonstration exper-
iment in Chapter 3. However, after training phase trained subjects give more emphasis on
2nd order predictive model. The possible cause could be any internal model in the brain to
compensate their perception differently after the training phase.
EMG recording across the arm muscles of Anterior Deltoid (AD), Posterior Deltoid
(PD), Biceps (Bc), Median Triceps (MT), Brachioradialis (Br), Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR),
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU), and Extensor Carpi Radialis (ECR) shows that both naive
and trained subjects perceive differently when the arm is perturbed in leftward/rightward
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directions. The way of perceiving the perturbation and the human action give an idea
of Humans’ current movement. It was found that naive and trained subjects’ propriocep-
tive sensors in the muscles are contracted differently when the arm is perturbed from left-
ward/rightward directions. The human behavior metrics in trained subjects show that even
humans perceive differently in leftward/rightward perturbations, they can train to move sym-
metrically. That might be the reason to change their behavior to predictive nature. Therefore,
trained subjects might predict the next action to make a current movement in order to move
desired direction accurately.
The experiments with naive and trained subjects show how humans perceive the same
perturbation differently depending on the direction and how the training could effect them
to move symmetrically. Therefore, these spontaneous reactions in muscle contraction give
designing guidelines as to how to train humans to follow a guiding robot when the human
is guided via a hard rein in low visibility conditions. Moreover, these findings will be
useful to design robots or even to train animals to guide visually impaired people as well as
people with good vision in low visibility environments. Therefore, this study shows how to
combine some extracted behavioral matrices and humans’ perceptions in guiding a human
in low visibility conditions.
To make a complete picture of haptic perceptions, not only the proprioceptive but also
cutaneous feedback was studied in Chapter 6 to understand how humans trained in prim-
itive haptic patterns given using a wearable sleeve, can recognize their shifts and linear
combinations. The results would give an idea as to how humans mentally construct the cu-
taneous feedback in different scenarios such as shifting and scaling with respect to trained
patterns, how they recognize all trained patterns when played randomly, and how they can
recognize linear combination of primitive patterns. The combination of proprioceptive and
cutaneous feedback will give a good intuition about human responses towards the haptic
perceptions in low visibility conditions.
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It was found that the humans find it difficult to scale and shift the pattern they felt with
respect to the trained pattern when they were trained for only T. Even if they were able to
scale or shift, the the original pattern interferes with the shifted and scaled patterns. When
the significance was tested between sketched data were regressed with trained pattern T and
sketched data were regressed with actual pattern that was played, pattern R (p = 0.002),
L (p = 0.002), and H (p = 0.055) are significantly low. However, it was noted that the
regression coefficients for pattern S (p = 0.132) was not improved. therefore, the results
give some clues about the basic shapes of the primitive patterns could be used to train
humans.
After training subjects for all primitive patterns, regression coefficients improved by
43.20%, 29.28%, and 45.88% for pattern R, L, and H respectively. The results suggest
that humans have a general ability to recognize trained patterns even when they are played
in a random order. Moreover, the results of the linear combinations of primitive patterns
show that humans were able to recognize uni model patterns than bi model patterns. For
example, it shows higher regression coefficients for T+L and T+R than L+R. Moreover,
results imply that humans can recognize, scale, and shift more accurately when enough
adjacent vibroactuators are activated in the threshold frequency range simultaneously. The
results give an idea as to what kind of shapes could be used to train the humans and their
ability to scale, shift, and recognize those primitive patterns. Therefore, this results would
be used to convey a message to the human to give an idea of the shape and stiffness of
obstacles that come into contact with the robot during guiding in low visibility conditions
in future.
7.2.1 Future work
Based on experimental systems identification and numerical simulations on human demon-
strations, the guiding agent and the follower experience learning for a optimal stable state-
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dependent novel 3rd and 2nd order auto-regressive predictive and reactive control policies
respectively. These findings provide a novel theoretical basis to design advanced human-
robot interaction algorithms in a variety of cases where a human requires the assistance of
a robot to perceive or improve his perception of the surrounding environment. Moreover,
by modeling the two party voluntary movement dynamics using a virtual damped inertial
model, the ability of modeling the mutual trust between two parties was shown. In the
future, the novel controller extracted based on human demonstrations would be used on a
human-robot interaction scenario to guide a visually impaired person in various applications
like in indoor fire-fighting, search and rescue, medical surgery, etc.
Moreover, the results from human-human demonstrations provide useful design guide-
lines to human-robot interaction that should account for the real time trust level of the hu-
man counterpart. In a human-robot interaction scenario such as in indoor fire-fighter being
guided by a robot through thick smoke, the estimate of the followers’ trust using the above
method could be used to change acceleration/deceleration of the intelligent agent. More-
over, human-robot interaction algorithm that combines a robotic estimate of the following
human’s trust state with the existing 3rd order predictive guiding algorithm in structured and
unstructured environments.
The guiding control policy in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 together with the virtual inertial damping
model to estimate the trust level of the follower opens up the opportunity to develop an
integrated controller that treats the trust level of the follower. That will enable the controller
to adjust to the changes of the behavioral dynamics of the follower in varying distraction
and stress conditions.
In this thesis the strong evidence of a forward model that predicts the future states of
the follower would be used in a predictive control policy. This forward model may contain
some approximation of the follower’s reactive behavior. It will be interesting to understand
detailed computational nature of this prediction used by the guider. Moreover, it was found
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that follower’s reactive nature was changed to predictive after training phase. Furthermore,
the training phase would help to the follower to move symmetrically in leftward/rightward
directions as noticed in human-robot interactions when the control policy identified from
human guiders was implemented on a planar 1-DoF robotic arm to perturb the blindfolded
subjects’ most dominant arm to guide them to a desired position in leftward/rightward di-
rections. These limitations will enable the intelligent agent to adjust to the changes of the
behavioral dynamics of the human follower in varying distraction and stress conditions.
In the future, it would be useful to study the cost functions that are minimized by the
duo, during learning to track a path. This would help to develop a reward based learning
algorithm to enable a mobile robot to continuously improve the controller while interacting
with a human follower. Moreover, having a closer look at how the guider maybe adaptively
combining a reactive controller with a predictive one as some of the individual followers,
in order to stabilize learning also would be helpful. It will also be interesting to explore for
broader factors affecting the mutual trust, so that predictive action can be taken to maintain
a good mutual trust level within the follower in the context of guiding.
Moreover, it would be helpful to test the implemented guider’s control policy on the
mobile robotic platform in different terrain and cluttered/uncluttered environments when the
guider and follower use other possible modes of haptic feedback such as cutaneous feedback
through a wireless link, and haptic feedback through a soft rein. This scenario uses existing
wearable haptic based vibroactuator array to add cutaneous feedback to the blindfolded
followers to help them mentally construct the shape and stiffness of obstacles that come into
contact with the robot. Adding vibroactuator haptic sleeve will provide spatial information
of the surrounding environment and help to formulate several new hypotheses about on the
abilities of the human brain to use a reduced number of sensory modalities to accomplish
tasks that they used to do without any sensory deprivation. Furthermore, wearable haptic
based vibroactuator array would be expanded for both arms to convey complete spatial
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information while the user’s arm is free to explore the immediate environment.
In addition to applications in robotic guidance of a person in a low visibility envi-
ronment, the findings shed light on human-robot interaction applications in other areas
like robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RMIS). Surgical tele-manipulation robot
could use better predictive algorithms to estimate the parameters of remote environment
for the surgeon with more accurate adaption of control parameters by constructing inter-
nal models of interaction dynamics between tools and tissues in order to improve clinical
outcomes [121]. Therefore, research can continue to discover a generic robotic learning
strategy/algorithm that can be generalized across RMIS as well as robotic assisted guidance
in low visibility environments.
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A.2 Information sheet and consent form
The information sheet and consent form to recruit the subjects are as follows
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 
REC Reference Number: BDM/11/12-20  
YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY OF THIS INFORMATION SHEET 
REINS : Human-robot communication through tactile feedback 
We would like to invite you to participate in this original research project if you are more than 18 years old, 
and do not suffer from any motor diseases (ex. Parkinson’s). Priority is given to visually impaired people 
and those who have prior training in fire fighting in low visibility conditions. You will be given a trial with 
auditory noise to decide whether to continue or not. You should only continue to participate if you want to; 
choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether you want to take 
part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what your participation will 
involve.  Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish.  
Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.  
The main objective of the study is to understand how humans can develop a language to communicate 
with a robot through reins. Three types of reins will be studied: a soft rein (rope), a hard rein (stick), and a 
wireless rein (Wii mote). You will hold one end of a rein. The other end will be held by a robot. The robot 
will encode a message out of a bank of possible messages in waves transferred to the human’s end 
through the rein and wait for 5 seconds before sending it again if a response wave from you is not received 
within 5 seconds. You will be informed of the possible list of messages the robot will encode prior to the 
experiment. You will also be shown demonstrations of how to encode a list of commands.  You will wear 
four hand bands containing passive markers to record arm movements, electromyography (EMG) 
sensors, and a pair of earphones that will give a background noise of 70dB (Cocktail party, restaurant 
noise). 
 The experiment will be conducted in (room number to be decided). An experiment will last for a
maximum of two hours.
 Instructions to wait for a message from the robot and to generate a command will be given to you
via the earphones. In all other times, the earphones will generate a maximum of 70dB background
noise you will typically find in a cocktail party or restaurant.
 Movement data will be collected by a 3D motion capturing system while you interact with the robot.
Sensors to measure acceleration and electromyography (EMG) maybe pasted on the skin of the
upper and lower arm. To minimize fatigue you will receive a 1-minute break every 5 minutes.
However, you can also request for breaks more often if you feel any discomfort.
 EMG sensors will be attached to muscles in the shoulder as well as lower arm. Your skin will have to
be cleaned with alcohol before attaching sensors. If your skin is allergic to alcohol, the experiment
will not proceed. There are no known after-effects of attaching EMG sensors to the skin.
 Please wear loose clothing so that your skin can be easily cleaned and above mentioned sensors can
be easily attached to the skin. We will take adequate precautions to cover your clothes to prevent any
stains due to alcohol. You will also be given the option to wear a dress made available during the
experiment.
 You have to wear earphones to receive auditory distraction of 70dB. This is the typical noise level in a
restaurant. Therefore any risk beyond distraction at a restaurant by other conversations will not be
expected. However, you will experience a trial distraction to decide if you wish to continue participating in the
experiment, and you can quit the experiment at any time.
 You will be compensated @ £6 per hour, and get a free copy of the final report of the study. Full
payment will be made upon completion of the study. If you withdraw from the study before
completing the experiment in its entirety, you will be reimbursed for your travel expenses
only.
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 You can withdraw the data up to one week from completion of the study.  If you have any queries,
please directly contact the principal investigator: Dr. Thrishantha Nanayakkara, Email:
thrish.antha@kcl.ac.uk
 We will strictly follow the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998, whereby, we will retain only the
anonymised data such as handedness, sex, age for official records. They will be shared only among the
researchers involved in this study.
Are you are happy to be contacted about participation in future studies? Yes   No 
Your participation in this study will not be affected should you choose not to be re-contacted. 
If you would like more information, please contact Dr. Thrishantha Nanayakkara 
Email: thrish.antha@kcl.ac.uk 
Telephone: 020-7848-2256, 
Postal address: Room 1.23, Strand Building 
Division of Engineering 
King’s College, University of London 
Strand 
London WC2R 2LS 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH STUDIES 
Please complete this form after you have read the Information Sheet and/or listened 
to an explanation about the research. 
Title of Study: REINS : Human-robot communication through tactile feedback 
King’s College Research Ethics Committee Ref: BDM/11/12-20 
 Thank you for considering taking part in this research. The person organising the research
must explain the project to you before you agree to take part.
 If you have any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already given to
you, please ask the researcher before you decide whether to join in. You will be given a
copy of this Consent Form to keep and refer to at any time.
 You can withdraw your data within one week from completion of the study.
 I understand that if I decide at any time during the research that I no longer wish to participate in
this project, I can notify the researchers involved and withdraw from it immediately without
giving any reason. Yes   No
 I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes explained to me.  I
understand that such information will be handled in accordance with the terms of the Data
Protection Act 1998. Yes   No
 Are you are happy to be contacted about participation in future studies? Yes   No 
Participant’s Statement: 
I _____________________________________________________________________ 
agree that the research project named above has been explained to me to my satisfaction and I 
agree to take part in the study. I have read both the notes written above and the Information Sheet 
about the project, and understand what the research study involves. 
Signed Date 




I undertake to abide by accepted ethical principles and appropriate code(s) of practice in carrying 
out this study. The information supplied above is to the best of my knowledge accurate.  I have 
read the Application Guidelines and clearly understand my obligations and the rights of 
participants, particularly in so far as to obtaining valid consent.  I understand that I must not 
commence research with human participants until I have received full approval from the ethics 
committee. 
Signature  …………………     Date…………………………. 
STUDENT PROJECTS (including PhD) – SUPERVISOR AUTHORISATION 
I confirm that I have read this application and will be acting as the student researcher’s supervisor 
for this project.  The proposal is viable and the student has appropriate skills to undertake the 
research.  The Information Sheet and recruitment procedures for obtaining informed consent are 
appropriate and the ethical issues arising from the project have been addressed in the application.  
I understand that research with human participants must not commence without full approval from 
the ethics committee. 
Name of Supervisor: 
Signature …………………………………………………………………… 
Date………………………… 
MEDICAL SUPERVISION (if appropriate) 
Name of Medical Supervisor:    
Medical Supervisor’s MDU/MPS (or other insurance provider) number: 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Signature of Medical Supervisor: 
……………………………………………………………………………….       
Date………………………….. 
CONTACT DETAILS Give the details of the individual who should receive all correspondence concerning the 
application.  Correspondence will normally be sent for the attention of the researcher.  It is the responsibility of the 
researcher (and contact if different) to forward all copies of correspondence to the appropriate parties as required.  
Students should ensure that their supervisor is provided with copies of all correspondence.  
Name:  Thrishantha Nanayakkara   
Full postal address:   
Room 1.23, Strand Building 
Division of Engineering 
King’s College, University of London 
Strand 
London WC2R 2LS 
Telephone number:  Tel: 020 7 848 2256 
Email:  thrish.antha@kcl.ac.uk 
